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Borden Walker through the years has been active in both business and
civic activities in Haverhill, and was elected to the Board of Selectmen
in 1944. During the 1960's he played a major role in the growth and
improvement of Cottage Hospital, chairing the Board of Trustees and
leading the way for the construction of a new facility.
WINNIFRED M. MORAN
1/20/19-2/17/86
Winnifred Moran was a member of the St. Joseph's Catholic Women's
Club, the Haverhill Historical Society and the Woodsville Progressive
Club. She served as a Woodsville Water & Light Commissioner, and
was a trustee of the Cottage Hospital. Ms. Moran is shown in the photo
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MINUTES OF ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
March 11, 1986
The polls at the James R. Morrill Elementary School
in No. Haverhill were opened at 8:00 A.M. by the
moderator, Archie Steenburgh.
Article 1: To choose by a non-partisan ballot one
Selectman for a term of one (1) year; one Selectman
for a term of three (3) years; a Town Clerk for a
term of one (1) year; a Tax Collector for a term of
one (1) year; a Trustee of Trust Funds for a term
of three (3) years; a Treasurer for a term one (1)
year; a Moderator for a term of two (2) years; and
a Supervisor of Checklist for a term of six (6) years.
Article 2: To announce the results of the balloting
on Article One.
615 residents cast ballots.
Melinda Lees made the motion that Maurice E. Home
be elected as a Cemetery Commissioner for a term of
five (5) years. William Smith, Jr. seconded the
motion. It was so voted by a voice vote.
Dean Hammond announced that Paul Ricker was resigning
his office as a Cemetery Commissioner . He has one
(1) year left in his term. Dean Hammond made the
motion that James House fill the one year left
in Paul Picker's term. William Home seconded the
motion. It was so voted by a voice vote.
Paul LaMott made the motion that Timothy McKenna be
elected as Library Trustee for a term of three (3)
years. Richard Kinder seconded the motion. It was
so voted by a voice vote.
Paul LaMott moved that the Selectmen appoint any
other necessary Town Officials . It was so voted by
a voice vote. Ezra B. Mann, II seconded that motion.
Selectman Town Clerk
3 yr. term 1 yr . term




1 yr. term 1 yr . term
Gary J. Wood 539 Norma Lavoie 552
Treasurer Modera tor
1 yr. term 2 Yr. term
John S. Cobb 552 Archie Steenburgh 548






Robert Miller didn't accept the office of Trustee
of Trust Funds. Roger Wells Accepted.
Moderator, Archie Steenburgh swore in the elected
officers .
Article 4: To hear the reports of the Selectmen,
Treasurer, Cemetery Commissioners and other Town
Officers and Committees heretofore chosen and pass
any vote relating thereto.
Ezra B. Mann, II moved these reports be accepted as
printed in the Town Report. Paul LaMott seconded
this motion. Passed by a voice vote.
Article 5: To see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Selectmen to issue interest bearing notes in
anticipation of taxes and to provide for the expenses
of the current year.
Larry Foumier moved the article be accepted as printed.
Paul LaMott seconded the motion. Passed by a voice
vote.
Article 6: To see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Selectmen to accept, appropriate, and expend gifts
of Federal and State aid in the name of the Town of
Haverhill
.
Article 3: To choose a Cemetery Commissioner for a
term of five (5) years; to choose a Library Trustee
for a term of three (3) years; and to choose any
other necessary Town Official.
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A. Frank Stiegler , Jr. moved the article be accepted
as printed. Paul LaMott seconded the motion. It was
so voted by a voice vote.
Article 7: To see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Selectmen to sell real estate acquired by the Town
through Tax Collector ' s Deeds, by public auction sale
or by advertising for sealed bids, except that the
Selectmen would be empowered, but not required, to
make one last offer to the person who was divested
of his property and a late redemption would be allowed
upon payment of all taxes, costs and interest.
Lorraine Demers made the motion to amend this article,
by deleting "but not required" . James Frezza seconded
the motion. This amendment was defeated by a voice
vote.
Robert Rutherford moved the article be passed as
printed. Paul LaMott seconded the motion.
This article was passed as printed by a voice vote.
Article 8: To see if the Town will vote to appoint
or elect a Budget Committee to recommend to the
next Annual Town Meeting the amounts to be raised
for various purposes , such recommendations to be
printed in the next Annual Report.
Paul Hunt moved that the Moderator be empowered to
appoint the Budget Committee. Francis Lackie
seconded the motion. Passed by a voice vote.
Article 9: To see if the Town will vote to make any
alterations in the amount of money to be raised and
appropriated for the ensuing year for the support
of the Town as recommended by the Budget Committee
in its report, to raise and appropriate all sums so
determined for said purposes, and pass any other
vote relating thereto.
Town Clerk, Helen M. Smith, asked to have the
budget amended to include $680.00 to pay the
deputy while she is on vacation and when she is at
conventions. Larry Fournier moved that the amendment
be accepted. Paul LaMott seconded the motion. It
was so passed by a voice vote.
Paul LaMott moved that the budget of $786,612.15 be
passed. Larry Fournier seconded the motion.
This article was passed by a voice vote.
Article 10: To see if the Town will vote to authorize
the withdrawal from the Revenue Sharing Fund estab-
lished under the provisions of the State and Local
Assistance Act of 1972 the sum of $43,000.00 for
the following specific purposes herewith indicated
:





John Cobb moved the article be passed as printed.




To see if the Town will authorize the
Selectmen to appoint a committee to inventory the
improvements required and project the future uses
of the Municipal Building. Said committee to submit
a report of findings and recommendations to the
Selectmen by January 1, 1987.
Paul Hunt moved the article, Paul LaMott seconded
the motion. Passed by a voice vote.
Article 12: To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of Two Thousand Dollars
($2,000 .00) for support of the Community Outreach
Program. (By Petition)
Ralph Fitts moved the article. Peter Lynch seconded.
Passed by a voice vote.
Article 13: To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand Dollars
($10,000.00) for the support of Cottage Hospital,
Inc. (By Petition)
Wayne Fortier moved the article. Dr. David Frechette
seconded
.
Dr. Laurel Lyons, Dr. David Frechette & David Moore
explained what the money was needed for. This article
was passed by a voice vote.
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Article 14: To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum cf Five Thousand Five
Hundred Dollars ($5,500.00) to restore and preserve
Town records.
A. Frank Stiegler, Jr. moved the article, Larry
Corey seconded. Passed by a voice vote.
Article 15: To see if the Town will vote to oppose
the burial, storage, transportation and production
of high level radioactive waste in the Town of
Haverhill and State of New Hampshire; and to call
upon Congress to conduct an independent investi-
gation with full public participation into the
feasibility and prudence of the U.S. Department of
Energy's (D.O.E.) present plan to dispose of
radioactive waste, and into the D.O.E. 's competence
to carry out such a plan.
The record of the vote on this article shall be
transmitted to the N.H. Congressional Delegation
and to the President of the United States. (By
Petition)
Paul Hunt moved to article. Paul LaMott seconded.
Passed by a voice vote.
Article 16: To see if the Town will vote to adopt
written welfare guidelines as proposed by the Board
of selectmen. Chapter 380 of the Laws of 1985
requires the Town to adopt written welfare guide-
lines prior to April 1, 1986. (Copies or the full
text of the proposed guidelines are on file with
the Town Clerk.)
Dr. David Frechette moved the article, Larry Fournier
seconded the motion, Passed by a voice vote.
Article 17: To take any other action that may legally
come before this meeting.
Dean Hammond made the motion that the Town Clerk
look into the cost of having the Town records
microfilmed and the cost of a viwer to read them
in, instead of using the books after they have
been restored. William Horne seconded the motion.
It was so voted by voice vote.
Michael Lavoie asked if the new police cruiser was
black. The answer was yes. Michael Lavoie made the
motion that the new cruiser be blue S white. Harry
Simano seconded the motion. It was so voted.
Paul Hunt moved the meeting be adjourned.
Horne seconded the motion.
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TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
I hereby submit the following report of funds received
by me and paid over to the Town Treasurer from January










Statement of fees collected from January 1, 1986
thru December 31, 1986.
Mortgages & Discharges $ 2,025.00





















Helen M. Smith, Town Clerk
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1986
TOWN OF HAVERHILL




LAND USE CHANGE TAXES
YIELD TAXES
TAXES COMMITTED TO COLLECTOR
PROPERTY TAXES
RESIDENT TAXES
NATIONAL BANK STOCK TAXES








INTEREST COLLECTED ON DELINQUENT
PROPERTY TAXES












































LAND USE CHANGE TAXES
INTEREST COLLECTED DURING YEAR



























































805 .13 2,218,141. 16 447,015.47 636.37
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TOWN OF HAVERHILL
SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1986
DR.
TAX SALES ON ACCOUNT OF LEVIES OF:
1985 1984 PREVIOUS YEARS
BALANCE OF UNREDEEMED TAXES 86,887.36 151,266.37
TAXES SOLD TO TOWN DURING





REMITTANCES TO TREASURER DURING YEAR
REDEMPTIONS 49.087.78 59,191.62 38,261.40
INTEREST & COSTS AFTER SALE 3,190.71 8,037.87 15,902.01
ABATEMENTS DURING YEAR 804.48
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TOW CF HAVERHIIL, lEH UAMPSOBE
Ccnbined Statanent of Revoucs, ExpeDditures aod Changes in fun^ Baloices-
Budget and A:tual - General and Special Revenue Tvads
For tie Year &ided DeceDi)er 31, 1983










Eiccess of Revenies Over
(tfeder) Expaiditures





Excess of Reveoies and Other
Sources Over (Dhder)
&q)aidituree and Other Uses
F\jnd Balances-Jamary 1, 1985


















Taxes $361,603 $405,245 $43,642
LicCTises and permits 183,100 192,204 9,104
Intergovemmpnf fl 1 revoues 135.111 135,056 (45)
Charges for service 17.500 16,674 (826)
Miscsllaneous revenues 64,303 51,283 (13,020)
Total ReveojeB 761.617 800,472 38,855
E«penditurefi:
CuTTEDt:
Gaieral govemnsit 190,915 185,714 5,201
Public safety 186,184 189,624 (3,440)
HiglKBys and streets 254,127 243,258 10,869
Bealtb and uelfare 84.680 80,162 4,518
'^am'rHfinn 24,878 24,888 (10)
Culture and recreatim 25,500 25.500
Capital outlay
Debt service:
Principal retiiHiiHTt 40,000 40,000


















$263,600 ($24,900) 423,611 398,666 (24,945)
17,500 16,674 (826)
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REPORT OF THE HAVERHILL POLICE DEPARTMENT
The duty of making the annual report of the Haver-
hill Police Department to you, the people and taxpay-
ers of Haverhill, has been placed upon my shoulders
this year. I would like to take this opportunity to
reflect backward in time and remind you of how your
police department has progressed and matured. These
changes have come about as a result of changes in the
needs of our community. I feel that an objective look
is required, first at our department which has grown
from a basically one-man department without a patrol
vehicle in the I950's, to a four-man, full-time depart-
ment with two patrol vehicles, one primary and one
back-up vehicle which is used by the Chief or in the
event the primary vehicle is out of service.
It is important that
dents of the town of Have
plexity of law enforcemen
police officers are requi
ing which has to be conti
cers today must be intell
above all, professional,
police officers of years
ing was not required or a
you, as taxpayers and resi-
rhill, understand the com-
t today. Unlike the 1950's,
red to receive indepth train-
nually updated. Police offi-
igent, educated, honest, and
This is not to say that
past were not, but the train-
vail able. We have also come
into the age of civil liability which creates a
greater administrative burden. Police officers are
not made overnight and to become proficient, a con-
siderable amount of experience is required to com-
plement the training received. Therefore, if we ex-
pect to receive the maximum law enforcement for our
money, it is important that we retain our officers.
On that note, I would like to, point out that dur-
ing 1986, the Haverhill Police Department saw three of
its officers leave the department. Officer Philip
Shipman resigned and is now working for the Lebanon
Police Department. Officer James McGee resigned and
is now working as Manager of a Cumberland Farms Store.
Chief Stephen Savage resigned to become the Chief of
the PI ai stow, N.H. Police Department.
Officer Robert Cole recently joined the Haverhill
Police Department coming to us from the Caledonia
County Sheriff's Department in December. Robert Miller
has been appointed Chief of Police after leaving the
post of Chief of Police of Brandon, Vermont.
The high turnover of personnel last year and the
two previous years, has caused the Haverhill Police
Department to operate at less than peak efficiency.
This high turnover rate has caused a lack of exper-
ienced personnel. I feel that with Officer Cole and
Chief Miller joining John and I, the prognosis for the
future of this department is good.
I would like, at this time, to address a number of
problems which occurred in 1986. These problems are
responsible for the deficit that occurred this year in
the budget. We experienced problems from two areas;
first, was insurance which was cancelled causing the
department to operate for a time without insurance
coverage. The cost of a new policy contributed heavily
to the deficit of the budget. Secondly, the repairs
and maintenance was blown apart when the cruiser engine
was twice repaired. These costs were unexpected and
somewhat unavoidable. The insurance will continue to
be a burden but, hopefully, maintenance will not be a
burden in the coming year.
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I feel that it is important that we take a look at
our community and state in determining our law en-
forcement needs. New Hampshire is the fastest grow-
ing state in the country with an 11% growth rate. As
a result of that growth, there are side effects which
go with it. I would point your attention to the homi-
cides that have occurred quite frequently around us,
the missing female from White River Junction, the
stabbing in St. Johnsbury. This list goes on and on.
Have you, as an individual, ever considered how many
of these murders, rapes, child molesters, etc. have
been in Haverhill? I would dare say that if inter-
viewed, these people could tell you where Haverhill
is and that they have been there. We are seeing
growth in our town and it appears that the surround-
ing growth creeps closer each day and inevitably
will reach Haverhill. I think that if you take a
hard look at what is going on around us, you can only
see that we must prepare for the future rather than
take backward steps in the interest of saving a few
dollars on tax bills.
I, as acting Chief, would like to implore you to
consider the needs of the future of Haverhill and ask
that you support your police department at Town Meet-
ing and keep it on a course of professionalism to meet
the challenge of the future.
In closing, I would like to dedicate this year's
report to Chief Stephen C. Savage in appreciation for
his leading Haverhill Police Department to the pro-
fessional organization which it is. I would also like
to thank you, the people, the Selectmen, and the Offi-
cers for your support while I carried the torch for
this department. I am now handing that torch to
Chief Robert Miller and ask that you support him as
I will in the further growth of the Haverhill Police
Department. Finally, I would like to thank the
Special Officers of this department for their un-
selfish dedication in filling the gaps during the
TOWN OF HAVERHILL CRIME STATISTICS
Burglaries Reported in 1986 34
Val ue of Property Stol en $5 , 102 .90
Value of Property Recovered 120.00
Burglaries Reported in 1985 16
Value of Property Stolen $7,243.75
Value of Property Recovered 5,564.00
Thefts Reported in 1986 82
Value of Property Stolen $28,573.68
Value of Property Recovered 33,974.15**
Thefts Reported in 1985 68
Value of Property Stolen $36,830.67
Value of Property Recovered 46,515.47**
**Figure represents recovered property for other
Police Departments.
Criminal Mischiefs Reported in 1986 73
Value of Property Damaged $8,873.60
Criminal Mischiefs Reported in 1985 51
Value of Property Damaged $5,695.00
Fraud (Bad Checks) Reported in 1986 135
Amount Defrauded $14,244.33
Amount Recovered 12,188.09
Fraud (Bad Checks) Reported in 1985 120
Amount Defrauded $9,101.40
Amount Recovered 8,570.81
Number of Adult Arrests in 1986 291
Number of Adult Arrests in 1985 314
Number of Juvenile Arrests in 1986 35
Number of Juvenile Arrests in 1985 42
Number of Juvenile cases referred to the






REPORTED INCIDENTS - 1986
Motor Vehicle Accidents 104







Attempted Assaul t 2
Sexual Assault 2
Aggravated Felonious Sexual Assault 3
First Degree Assault 1





Receiving Stolen Property 1
Shoplifting 27
Disobeying An Officer 1
Theft 44
Attempted Theft 3
Theft by Deception 6
Theft of Services 2
Unlawful Possession of Alcohol 5
Reported Reckless Operation 2
Reckless Conduct 1
Manufacturing Controlled Drug 1






Cruel ty to Animal s 1
Untimely Death 5
Attempted Suicide 1
Indecent Exposure and Lewdness 1
Unauthorized Use of Firearm 1





Unauthorized Use of Motor Vehicle 5
Recovered Stolen Vehicle 1
False Information to Police Officer 1
Attempted Arson 1
Disorderly Conduct 3
Fugitive From Justice 2
MOTOR VEHICLE CITATIONS
Speed 267
Transportation of Al cohol 2
Improper Backing 4
Failure to Keep Right 1
OHRV on Highway 6
Failure to Yield 1
Misuse of Plates 10
Fol 1 owi ng Too Close 5
Non-inspection 51
Solid Line Violation 5
Failure to Have Flag Extend 1
Operating Without a Valid License 23
Failure to Stop at Light 1
Defective Equipment 11
Altered Driver's License 1
Stop Sign 11
Violation Posted Road Weight 1
Reckless Operation 6
Operating After Revocation 7
Operating After Suspension 8
Conduct After Accident 1
Unregistered Motor Vehicle 29
Disorderly Conduct With Motor Vehicle 5
Driving While Intoxicated 13
Driving While Intoxicated/Second Offense 6
Driving Without Giving Proof 2
Littering 6
Insufficient Binder Chains 1
Moving a Vehicle 1
Limited Passing 1
Disobeying An Officer 3
Transporting Controlled Drugs 1








Theft of Services 1
Theft by Deception 4
Attempted Theft 1
Treatment and Servi ces 5
Failure to Pay Parking Ticket 2
Failure to Answer Summons 22
Unlawful Possession of Alcohol 22
False Information to Police Officer 4
Simple Assault 11
Attempted Assault 1
Sexual Assaul t 1
Aggravated Felonious Sexual Assault 2
Harassment 2
Criminal Mischief 26
Accomplice to Criminal Mischief 9
Indecent Exposure and Lewdness 1
Prohibited Sales 1
Failure to Pay Fine 7




Contributing to Delinquency of Minor 1
Receiving Stolen Property 1
Escape 6
Kidnapping 1
Fugitive From Justice 4
Disorderly Conduct 2
Unauthorized Use of Motor Vehicle 3
False Report of Accident 1




Criminal Liability for Conduct of Another 11
Violation of Court Order 2
Possession of Controlled Drugs 2
Possession of Narcotic Drug 2
Possession Cont.Drug With Intent to Distribute 2
Attempted Arson 1
COMPARATIVE CALLS FOR SERVICE 1985 1986
Motor Vehicle Stops 1,465 1,419
Motor Vehicle Warnings 630 432
Motor Vehicle Parking Complaints 211 259
Defective Equipment Tags/Warnings 139 185
Traffic Citations Issued 488 483
Parking Tickets Issued 60 55
Snowmobile Complaints 14 20
Driving While Intoxicated Arrests 39 19
Out of Town Responses 55 60
Missing Persons Reported 39 51
Missing Persons Search 29 32
Missing Persons Located 43 33
Domestic Complaints 123 96
Juvenile Complaints 73 51
General Disturbances 17 38
Noise Complaints 31 42
Funeral Details 5 2
Field Interviews 153 141
Bank/Money Escorts 43 73
Prisoner Transports 308 270
Prowler/Suspicious Person/Vehicle 123 66
Open/Unlocked Doors and Windows 28 41
Hospital Transports (Local) 5 8
Hospital Transports (State) 1
Alarm Responses 55 33
Untimely Deaths 3 5
Attempted Suicides 5 1
Suicides 3
Animal /Livestock Complaints 59 34
Aids Rendered 26 28
NCIC Check (Computer) 367 318
Mental Persons 6 5
Fire Departments 19 37
Motorists 143 159
Ambul ance/Hospi tal /Medi cal 27 31














Former Chief Stephen C. Savage New Chief Robert J. Miller
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1987 WARRANT FOR ANNUAL MEETING
To the inhabitants of the Precinct of Haverhill
Corner, in said Haverhill, who are qualified to
vote in Precinct affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet in the Chapel,
in said Precinct, on Wednesday, March 11, 1987





To elect a Moderator for the term
of one year.
ARTICLE 2. To elect a Clerk for the term of
one year.
ARTICLE 3. To hear the report of the Treasurer
and other agents.
ARTICLE 4. To elect one Precinct Commissioner





To elect a Treasurer for the term
To elect an Auditor for the term
ARTICLE 7. To see if the Precinct will vote
to raise the water rate to eight dollars ($8.00)
per month. Businesses and farms shall be raised
accordingly. All customers outside the Precinct
shall pay Ih times the Precinct rate.
Effective July 1, 1987.
ARTICLE 8. To see if the Precinct will vote
to furnish water for thirty five (35) new water
connections for Pleasant View Trailer Park.
ARTICLE 9. To see if the Precinct will vote to
authorize the Precinct Commissioners to borrow
money to provide for current expenses , or for
emergencies , until the taxes are collected and
to give note for same.
ARTICLE 10. To raise such sums of money for the
ensuing year as printed in the budget.
ARTICLE 11
.
To transact any other business proper





(Articles may be added or amended up to the time
official warrant is posted.)
Ill




Budget as submitted for the consideration of the voters for the year T987.
Expenditures Budget for Expenditures Uudget for
for 1985 1986 for 1936 1987
WATh.-i DEPAKT>r;i.T
Labor and Services « 7,Ok3AO 5 4,000.00 $ 2,733.70 S 4,000.00
Spring Lots 100.00 100.00 -0- -0-
Supplies 1,311.09 1,500.00 845.24 1,000.00
Postage 155.2'+ 150.00 145.64 150.00
Insurance 158.50 200.00 262.00 250.00
Replaced Services 2,257.39 1,500.00 734.35 1,500.00
Water Testing 176.00 200.00 233.00 300.00
Replaced Hydrant 1,329.89 1,000.00 -0- -0-
Electricity 76.35 100.00 67.03 100.00
Pipe Line Bond 5,000.00 5,000.00 5,000.00 5,000.00
Interest on Soni 2,693.75 2,350.00 2,556.25 2,000.00
Refund on Water Rent 36.00 -0- -0- -0-
Capital Reserve qqfi.fin 6.T03.43 3.326.61 8.329.67
TOTAL EXPENSES J2I,336.9I «22, 203.43 $15,768.37 »23, 129.67
Cash on Hand Jan. I, I987 $ 7,729.67
Anticipated Water Rents $15,000.00
New Service Charges 3 400 . 00
TOTAL CASH AVAILABLE »23, 129.67
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Expenditures Budget for Expenditures Budget for
for 1985 1986 for 1936 1937
FI.^E JEPAkTMKNT
New Equipment S 3, '03. 50 5 '+,500.00 S 'f,'+I7.75 S 2,500.00
Electricity 680.96 1,200.00 I,0'+2.26 1,000.00
Fire Fighting I, '+'+'+.00 2,000.00 1,860.00 2,000.00
Fire Drills '+00.00 600.00 375.00 600.00
Supplies 68'+. 83 700.00 281.2^+ 500.00
Labor and Services 2,576.72 2,500.00 1,^^21.33 2,500.00
Fire Schools 283.50 300.00 195.00 300.00
Fuel Fire Station 2,I27.'+0 2,000.00 1,598.15 1,800.00
Insurance 2, 130.52 3,200.00 3.979.67 '+,500,00
Gasoline 567.96 1,000.00 3^*5.70 600.00
Truck Fund 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00
Tank Truck Note 3,000.00 3,000.00 3,000.00 3,000.00
Interest on Note 887.27 600.00 590. '+0 300.00
Telephone 358.99 550.00 5'+6. 38 '+00.00
Capital Reserve Fund 316.91 -0- 351.69 -0-
New Fire Station 26,559.76 -0- -0- -0-
Fire Station Note 5,000.00 3,000.00 3,000.00 3,000.00
Interest on Note 562.50 1,250.00 1,250.00 1,320.00
Snow Plowing -0- 350.00 '+95.00 900.00
Drain Tile around Fi re Station -0- -0- 9,035.29 -0-
Payment on Drainage Note -0- -0- '+,500.00 '+,500.00
Interest on Note -0- -0- 6'+. 10 290.00
Warning Lights on Route #10
for Fire Station -0- -0- -0- 2,000.00
Total Expenses (F.D.) $52,53^^.67 $28,250.00 S39.898.96 S33, 510.00
LIGHTS AND COkMONS
Street Lights i '+,551.0'+ $ 5,000.00 $ 4,823.0'+ S 5,000.00
Cofflmons 2,660.95 2,200.00 1, 82'+. 95 2,300.00
Bandstand (Elec.) 98.71 150.00 72.66 100.00
Total Expenses (L.&C.) 9 7,310.70 $ 7,350.00 S 6,725.68 T 7, '+00. 00
Total Expenses
Fire, Light, "it Commons »59,8'+5.37 535,600.00 S'+6,62'+.6'+ $'+0,910.00
Cash on Hand Jan. I, 1937 i 2,007.52 Total budget to be raised including Water,, Fire,
Business Profits Tax 500.00 Lights and Commons for 1937 is S6'+, 039.67
From Town for Fire Dept. 10,000.00 Total to be raised bv Taxation for i^ire. ]Liehts
TOTAL CASH AV;tILABL£ $12,507.52 and Commons is $28, '+02. '+8
Amount raised in 1986 -$26, '+00. 00, I985-S I'*. 735.00.
I98'f-$I9, 527.00
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Old Haverhill Academy catalog cover with engraving of the
Academy and High School in 1916. (Courtesy of John Farnham)
An early view of the Haverhill Academy and
High School. (Courtesy of John Farnham)
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ORGANIZATION OF




Alan Page, Chairman Term Expires 1988
Carol Norcross, Secretary Term Expires 1987
James H. Walker, Jr. Term Expires 1989
Wayne Fortier Term Expires 1989
Stephen Whalen Term Expires 1987
Peter Gould Term Expires 1988
Richard Kinder Term Expires 1989
HAVERHILL COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
for the
FISCAL YEAR













ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Harold J. Haskins
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TEACHERS Haverhill Academy Junior High
James R. Morrill Elementary School
Pamela Lewandowski, Principal
Regina Boucher, Kindergarten
Lois Henson, Grade 1
Karolee Henson, Grade 1
Phyllis Colby, Grade 2
Rosamond Bailey, Grade 3
Regis Roy, Grade 4
Joan Sirlin, Grade 5
Arthur St. George, Grade 6
Michael Ackerman, Physical Education
Wendy Mitton, Special Education
Mary Dole, Art
Christina Scheindel, Music
Jared Stolper, Instrumental Music
Vicky Tighe, Teacher Aide
Sarahjean Harris, Teacher Aide
Patricia Demers, Title I Aide




Barbara Krulewitz, English 8
Joanne Smith, English 7
Lloyd Steeves, Math
Elizabeth Heinemann, Social Studies
Irving Fountain, Physical Education/Science
Jo Ann Winn, Home Economics
Donald Dempsey, Industrial Arts
Robert Lang, Math/Social Studies/Computer
Joanne Moore, Special Education
Jacqueline Lewis, Foreign Language
Dale Feid, Art
Christina Scheindel, Choral Music
Jared Stolper, Instrumental Music





Margaret Kleinfelder. Grade 1
Nancy Musgrave, Grade 2
Jane Stimson, Grade 3
Barbara Uresky, Grade 4
Karen Aldrich, Grade 5
Tom Allen, Grade 6
Jennifer Clogston, Special Education
Mary Dole, Art
Christina Scheindel, Music
Jared Stolper, Instrumental Music
Michelle Demers, Physical Education
Jean Roy, Teacher Aide




David Robinson, Social Studies











Marylyn Inglesby, Business Education
Joanne Melanson, Business Education
Susan Hehre, Foreign Language
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Woodsvllle High School (cont.) Custodians
Michael AckerTuan, Physical Education
Michelle Demers, Physical Education
Mariteresa Bergeron, Home Economics
Donald Dempsey, Industrial Arts
Brian Van Guilder, Vocational Agriculture
Dale Feid, Art
Jared Stolper, Instrumental Music
Christina Scheindel, Choral Music
Bruce Labs, Special Education
Patsy Demers, Teacher Aide
Mary Ingalls, Library Aide
School Administrative Unit #23
Regional Center
Everett Sawyer, James R. Morrill Elem. School
Dale Pierson, Woodsville Elem. School
James Ingerson, Haverhill Academy Jr. High
Philip Inglis, Woodsville High School
Wajme Dickey, Community Building
Secretaries
Tracey Pierce, James R. Morrill Elem. School
Helen Rogers, Woodsville Elem. School
Jackie Estes, Haverhill Academy Jr. High
Carole Griffin, Woodsville High School
Marilyn Spooner, Woodsville High School











Jeannie Home, Director, James R. Morrill Elem.
Anna Page, Helper, James R. Morrill Elem.
Barbara Hudson, Director, Woodsville Elem.
Marjorie Paronto, Director, Haverhill Ac. Jr. High
Virginia Bradley, Director, Woodsville High
Mary Beth Dickey, A-la-Carte, Woodsville High
French Pond School






MINUTES - 1986 MEETINGS
James R. Morrill Elementary School





Robert A. Maccini 1986
Stephen Whalen 1987
B. Peter Gould 1988
Pursuant to the Warrant, the meeting was con-
vened at the gymnasium of the James R. Morrill
Elementary School in the Town of Haverhill on the
fifth day of March, 1986 at ten o'clock in the
forenoon.
name and address for the benefit of the Clerk to
get it in the records." He said the Article had
to be read, then the motion made and seconded be-
fore the Article could be discussed. Then he said:
"With this large crowd, some may have to stand up
or wave a hand to get attention. If you don't
want to hear anymore, to cut off the discussion
say, I move the Article." He said it was most im-
portant to give everyone here a chance to speak,
but he had to keep the meeting going efficiently.
He said: If there are any questions, now is the
time to ask them." He explained several other
ways of doing things saying that he might interrupt
them if they were taking too much time or not
staying with the motion, etc.
The Moderator said the counting was finished.
The meeting was called to order by the Modera-
tor, Karl T. Bruckner, who said: "I will read
only Articles One and Two pertinent to our meet-
ing this morning and defer the rest of the Art-
icles until seven o'clock this evening. I would
like two volunteers to check the ballot box."
Mildred Pillsbury and Jane Hunt came forward,
checked the ballot box and found it empty. The
Moderator locked the box and declared the polls
open until seven o'clock this evening to ballot
on Articles I and II.
At seven o'clock the Moderator called the
meeting to order and proceeded to read the re-
maining Articles of the Warrant as the ballots
were being counted by members of the School Board
not up for re-election. The Moderator said that
the counting was still going on and anyone who
had not received his Town Report could come up
and get one or they could resume their conver-
sation. As the counting was not completed by 8:25
p.m., the Moderator resumed the meeting saying:
"May I have your attention, please? Before we
get started, there are some ground rules we play
by. Please address the Moderator, state your
ARTICLE 1. To choose, by non-partisan ballot, a
Moderator for the ensuing year.
Results of balloting showed Karl T. Bruckner
533, write-ins A6, including Archie Steenburgh 19,
Paul Mayette 10, seventeen others one each. The
Clerk gave the oath of office to the Moderator,
Karl T. Bruckner.
ARTICLE 2. To choose, by non-partisan ballot,
four members of the School Board, one from the
pre-existing Haverhill School District for a term
of two years, one from the pre-existing Woodsville
School District for a term of three years, and one
member-at-large for a term of three years.
The Moderator read the following results:
Haverhill District, three year term. Kinder 307,
Beth Mayette 64, Archie Steenburgh 1, Wayne Fortler
1. Haverhill for the two year term Alan Page 195,
Jane Frechette 192, John Farmham 1, Wayne Fortier
1. Woodsville District, three year term, Wayne
Fortier 205, Robert Maccini 104. Member-at-large,
three year term, both districts voting, James
Walker 332, Gail Simano 234, Jeffery Stimson 134,
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Wayne Fortier 2, John Farmham 1.
The Moderator gave the oath of office to Mr.
Kinder, Mr. Fortier, and Mr. Page. Mr. Walker was
absent.
A short time later, Mrs. Frechette passed a
written request to the Moderator for a recount as
the vote was very close; 195-192.
ARTICLE 3. To hear the reports of the School
Board Treasurer and Superintendent of Schools and
pass any vote relating thereto.
Article moved by Archie Steenburgh, Jeffery
Hill. Seconded by James Thayer, Woodsville.
Motion passed in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 4. To see if the district will authorize
the School Board to make application for and to
receive in the name of the District, such advances,
grants-in-aid or other funds for educational pur-
poses as may now or hereafter be forthcoming from
the United States Government, the State of New
Hampshire for any other federal, state or private
sources.
Bart Mann of Woodsville moved that the District
so authorize the School Board. Seconded by Everett
Sawyer, Haverhill. The motion passed in the affir-
mative.
ARTICLE 5. To see if the District will vote to
authorize the application of any unanticipated in-
come to expenses.
Susan Hehr made the motion that the District
so authorize. James Fressa seconded. The motion
passed in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 6. To see if the District will vote to
allocate to the Capital Reserve Fund any amount
equal to 50% of the encumbered balance for the fiscal
year 1985-1986; said amount not to exceed $10,000.00.
The motion was made by Alan Page. Seconded by
Bart Mann. Mrs. Hehre asked about a deficit. She
said she didn't understand the question. Mr. Page
said they were talking about deficit for 1986. It
was a vote in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 7. To see if the District will vote to
amend Article 3 of the Articles of Agreement be-
tween the pre-existing school districts of Haverhill
and Woodsville. "The Haverhill Cooperative School
District shall be responsible for Grades K through
12. Grades 7 and 8 shall be at Haverhill, utilizing
the present Haverhill Academy buildings. Grades
9-12 shall be at Woodsville using the present Woods-
ville High School facilities. Elementary schools
shall be located at Woodsville (Woodsville Elemen-
tary) and at North Haverhill (Morrill Elementary)
.
The grade level of these schools shall be, on a
trial basis, grades K-3 at the Woodsville Elemen-
tary School and 4-6 at the Morrill School for the
1986-87 and the 1987-88 school years." (By Petition)
March 5, 1986. To Karl T. Bruckner, Moderator.
Pursuant to R.S.A. 40: 4-a, the below under-
signed legal voters of the Haverhill Cooperative
School District request that the Moderator conduct
a vote by secret written ballot on Warrant Articles























The Moderator said that having received two
petitions, each reading the same for a secret writ-
ten ballot, that Articles 7, 8, 11, 12 and 13 would
proceed to go by written ballot.
Chuck Butson of Woodsville moved that the arti-
cle be approved as read. Seconded by Paul Byrne
of Woodsville.
Under discussion. Chuck Butson, who had served
as School Chairman on this Article was asked to
talk on the subject. He said this Article was
brought forth by four of seven members who discussed
it and saw increased expenses to change the struc-
ture of one building. A trial basis will give the
committee a long range view of future growth. Now
it is over-crowded and the class size continues to
grow. Estimated by following the plan of K-3 at
the Woodsville Elementary School and grades 4-6 at
the Morrill Elementary School will save money by
dropping three aides, saving money spent on dupli-
cate library books, etc. It will solve the over-
crowded classrooms and a need for a library and
Special Education room at North Haverhill.
Mr. Mayette spoke on the Article saying that
if you wanted to change at the end of the trial
basis, two years, you can still change. "Don't
cut the limb out from under you. How you vote
isn't the argument, he said but you need to add
something." The Moderator said he had consulted
another attorney and the intent of the Article is
that at the end of two years you go back as it was.
Susan Hehre spoke of the size of classes.
Norma Lavoie asked if the Regional Center would
be moved. She said that the District receives
$A,000 for rent, that it is not totally funded by
this town; the cost is not borne by the District.
Ronnie Fournier and Homer May spoke on this
subject.
Mr. Smith of East Haverhill spoke of the Woods-
ville Elementary School as being designed for lower
grades. He hoped they could use the resources at
Woodsville and leave more room at Morrill School.
Archie Steenburgh enumerated the benefits to be
received from the 3/3 Plan such as certified, qual-
ified teachers, smaller classes for resource rooms
and regular rooms, same grades in same buildings
can help students working with their peers. He
said all teachers have different level styles and
learning styles. He thought the students would
benefit from team teaching and doing projects to-
gether.
After discussions on the subject by Barbara
Uresky and Paul Mayette, Bruce Robbins made the
motion that we shut off the debate and vote.
Seconded by Mr. Fressa. The vote was in the affir-
mative. The debate was shut off.
Barbara Uresky made the motion that an Amendment
be added to Articles seven stating that at the end
of the two years this change shall be voided and the
agreement go back to where it was before. Seconded
by Paul Mayette. The Amendment passed in the affir-
mative.
A paper ballot was cast by the legal voters
197 to 82.
During the counting of the ballots the Moderator
extended his deepest thanks and sympathy to the
ballot counters.
ARTICLE 8. To see if the District will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of $99,000.00 to
build a new kitchen at the Morrill Elementary School.
(By Petition)
Robert Rutherford moved to table this Article.
Seconded by Bruce Robbins. It was a paper vote in
the affirmative and the Article was tabled.
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ARTICLE 9. To see if the District will vote to
spend from the Capital Reserve Fund the sum of
$25,000.00 to build a new roof at the Morrill Ele-
mentary School Gymnasium.
Alan Page moved the motion. Someone in the
audience loudly called: "What do we have to do to
get the Moderator's attention, wear red suspenders?"
Susan Hehre asked, "What kind of a roof?" Alan
Page answered that it would be a two-pitch side
roof as in the Bennett Building at Woodsville.
Dr. Blaisdell said he couldn't see a new roof
and asked if the roof would be affected if any-
thing were added on. Alan Page said it would not,
but that the figure of $25, 000. 00, a figure based on
by Allen's of Bradford, wouldn't touch it.
Stephen Wheeler asked: "Where does this money
come from? Would it go to Allen Refrigeration?"
Alan Page explained that it would go out to bid.
Seconded by a man up back, the Article passed.
ARTICLE 10. To see if the District will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of $25,000.00 to
build a new roof over the kitchen-cafeteria at the
Haverhill Academy Junior High.
Mr. Hood made a motion to move the Article.
Seconded by Mrs. Lavoie.
Alan Page said that last year the School Board
received criticism because they didn't put this
Article in the budget, so they put it in this year
to avoid being criticized. He said it would go out
to competitive bidding.
Paul Hunt of Haverhill spoke of eliminating the
use of the Junior High building by the Long Range
Planning Committee.
Robert Rutherford moved that the Article be ta-
bled. Seconded by Paul Hunt. The motion passed in
the affirmative to table it.
ARTICLE 11. To see if the District will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of $1,257,762.42 to
fund cost items relative to teachers' salaries and
other fringe benefits for the 1986-87 school year,
which are the result of a collective bargaining
agreement agreed to between the Haverhill Cooperative
Education Association.
The Moderator asked that the ballot be folded
only once, and that traditionally it is not supposed
to be put in the ballot box by anyone except himself
or someone appointed by him.
Mr. Whalen moved the sum of $1,336,592. be
changed where it says $1,257,762.42 in the Article,
Seconded by Mr. Bryne.
Mr. Whalen said that the chairman of the Assoc-
iation Committee negotiated this Article change and
it had been approved by the School Board. He spoke
of the teachers' situation at length saying the
salaries have been low and thinks this Article fair.
He urged the voters to support this amendment.
Gary Elliot asked what would happen if it wasn't
voted in tonight. Mr. Whalen said: "It is the best
we can do. The teachers have worked quite awhile
without contracts."
Dr. Blaisdell started to ask "What saving if-"
but was interrupted by the Moderator who said it
would be answered in the next Article.
The vote was by paper ballot.
Negative 68. 262 votes cast.
Affirmative 194,
ARTICLE 12. To see what sum of money the District
will vote to raise and appropriate for the support
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of schools, for the payment of salaries of school
district officers, agents and employees, and for the
payment of statutory obligations of the district.
The Moderator said that $1,285,578.11 was the
sum considered for the Article. -$16,000 if the 3/3
plan was passed plus added transportation.
Alan Page said the amount would be $1,336,592.00.
Asked what the additional money was for, Supt. Mullen
said it would go for another second grade teacher.
Barry LeBaron said that nothing had called for add-
itional teachers. Mr. Butson said with the increase
in younger students that the plan called for three
first grades, and three second grades for this
coming year.
Notice was given that the 87-88 budget starts
in July, 1986.
There was discussion concerning the loss of
Warren and Benton students. Tony Smith said it was
rumored, but if it does happen, will we have to
come up with $200,000 more? Larry Lavoie spoke about
losing twenty-three students and the effect that
would have. Stephen Whalen spoke about the state
average and said our District was below. He asked:
"Can we afford this? We should take it very ser-
iously because it's going to hurt our education in
this town. We are going to have angry people at
board meetings."
Mr. Holden moved the Article. Francis Lackle
seconded it. Paper ballots found yes, 95, no, 114.
210 people voted and the motion was defeated.
ARTICLE 13. To see what sum of money the District
will vote to raise and appropriate for the support
of schools, for the salaries of the School District
Officials and agents and for the payment of stat-
utory obligations of said District and to authorize
the application against said appropriation of such
sums as are estimated to be received from the State
Foundation Aid and Building Aid Funds together with
other income; th School Board to certify to the
Selectmen the balance between the estimated revenue
and appropriations, in accordance with the formula
adopted by the Haverhill Cooperative School District;
and the School Board further to certify to the
Selectmen the amount to be raised by taxation by
each of the pre-existing school districts.
The Moderator explained that no budget had been
passed for the running of the School District next
year. The increases for the teachers' salaries and
one roof on a building were passed. There is no-
thing for transportation, lights or heat. You must
do something before adjournment.
Mr. Page said the School Board had cut the whole
thing. They were perplexed as to what the people
actually wanted. He said: "You're telling the School
Board to start cutting. What do you want to elim-
inate? All we are asking for is a guideline."
Many people spoke about the situation but no one
accepted any suggestions. Mrs. Lavoie said: "You
are trying to make monkeys of us!" Mr. Page said:
"All the School Board is asking is for you to give
us some figures we can work with."
Mr. Page moved that $1,336,592.00 be raised by
taxation by each of the two pre-existing school dis-
tricts and to amend it to include the roof defeated
in Article 12. Seconded by Larry Fournier and
Robert Maccini.
Susan Hehre said that it was a problem to teach
without supplies. Barbara Uresky, another teacher,
spoke on the subject as did Mr. Robbins and other
interested people.
The vote on the motion plus the amendment was
taken by paper ballot. The count found yes, 91,
no, 96. The motion was defeated.
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ARTICLE 14. To transact any other business that may
legally come before said meeting.
Several motions and remarks were made by Gary
Elliot, Mrs. Lavoie, Walter Young, Mr. May and James
Thayer but none were appropriate under this Article.
Archie Steenburgh made the motion to recess the
meeting until Wednesday, March 25 at 7:00 p.m. when
the School Board will return with a new budget pro-




Seconded by Henry Bartkowski Hav-
Alan Page made the motion to adjourn,
by many voices, including James Thayer.
Seconded
The meeting recessed after four hours and fif-
teen minutes without an approved budget.
Recp.ssed School District Meeting
James R. Morrill Elementary School
North Haverhill, N.H. , March 26, 1986
PuriSjant to a vote, at the regular annual meet-
ing of the Haverhill Cooperative School District at
the James R. Morrill Elementary School Gymnasium,
North Haverhill, Hew Hampshire on the 5th day of
March, 1986, to recess the meeting until Wednesday,
March 26, 1986 at seven o'clock, the Moderator,
Karl Bruckner called the meeting to order. He said,
"May I have your attention please? This is a re-
cessed meeting, it could be called the bewitching
hour! I would remind you that if a motion be in
order to please state your name and address. The
motion must be seconded before there can be dis-
cussion. As before, the motion to table is not
debatable. If there is something you don't know
how to go about, ask the Moderator and he will
answer if he can."
Gary Elliott, Haverhill, made the motion to re-
ARTICLE 11. To see if the District will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of $1,257,762.42 to
fund cost items relative to teachers' salaries and
other fringe benefits for the 1986-87 school year,
which are the result of a collective bargaining
agreement agreed to between the Haverhill Cooperative
Education Association.
The motion was lost because it was brought up
by Alan Page that the teachers had been teaching
without their contracts and the people had shown at
the Annual School Meeting their wish that the con-
tract problem be solved by an overwhelming vote of
194 to 68.
Alan Page made the motion that we reconsider
Article 12. Seconded by Henry Bartkowski.
ARTICLE 12. To see what sum of money the District
will vote to raise and appropriate for the support
of schools, for the payment of salaries of school
district officers, agents and employees, and for the
payment of statutory obligations of the district.
Dean Hammond asked, "What does statutory obli-
gations mean? It was explained that it meant pay-
ment of bonds on buildings, contracts and trans-
portation contracts.
Alan Page made the motion to raise and appro-
priate $1,260,078.00. Seconded by Robert Maccini.
Shauna Kimball, North Haverhill, moved that the
original budget be reduced by $200,000.00. Sec-
onded by Wayne Smith, Jr., North Haverhill.
Given the floor, Shauna Kimball said she felt
the budget could be cut without hurting the educa-
tion of the children. She said that the schools were
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not careful when making their budgets. When given
what was requested when the money was raised. It
was often used for something else. Most of the
school requests are paid by property taxes and
those taxes shouldn't be more than what the tax-
payers can afford. She said that budgets had in-
creased 48% between 1969-1986 and yet the number
of children had decreased. She said that priori-
ties must be set.
Public education can't be everything to all
people. Consider the neighbor unable to pay the
taxes; the town doesn't have many industries; the
land is divided into trailer parks and taxes are
raised per valuation. The teachers want higher
salaries but we must get the message across that
with dellquent taxes, we are unable to pay higher
salaries. We have the gift of education but not
unless it is used wisely."
Sue Hehre, North Haverhill, asked what the
budget would be if it were only cut $150,000.00.
Dean Hammond, North Haverhill, said he was
normally a quiet person, but when he heard that
teachers were telling their pupils to tell their
parents not to pass the school budget, he person-
ally felt they should be dismissed. Some of them
are ineffective teachers. One child struck a tea-
cher in the breast and was expelled for a week.
Nothing was done about the teachers sending word
to the parents how to vote! Teachers order new
workbooks every year when the answers can be
written on paper and save money. He said the
School Board claimed to be powerless to do things
because of rules from Concord. He said guidance
teachers were unnecessary and named several ac-
tivities such as photography silk screening, etc.
which could be done without. He said he apologized
to the School Board and concerned teachers and
thanked the people for listening to him.
Victor Roy, Woodsvllle, asked where the money
was going to be spent.
Alan Page spoke about the emotionally handicapped
children at Mountain Lakes, Special Education in
Woodsvllle. He said they were educating eight young-
sters at $65.00 each; Regional Center support was
$22,057.00, three Junior High students at French
Pond for $30,000.00 and one person outside for
$10,000.00.
Mr. Roy said he entered his objectioTis to this
money spending, not counting the transportation plus
transporting one child to Haverhill for a Science
class. He said he had spoken to three members and
concluded that we did not need a school bus there;
that we were doing a disservice to the children;
that they should be put back into the mainstream of
education, not start a reform school.
Mr. Page responded to Mr. Roy about the total
tuition to Mr. Lakes. He said the children were
coded, appropriately placed at Crotched Mt. if nec-
essary, but they could educate four at Mr. Lakes
for the price of one outside.
Regis Roy, Woodsvllle, said she had been sitting
back and listening to where cuts are going to be
made. She said she had been to Board meetings lis-
tening to the cuts, comparing them with other schools,
etc. She said her English books, dated 1966 were
fine, but not updated. The form of business letters
have changed since her books were printed. She
needed updated Science books but they were cutting
updated books more than extra curricular.
Paul Hunt of Haverhill Corner was very concerned
about business being taken away from the United
States. He spoke of Japanese products, trade def-
icits with Canada, the price of new cars, inflation,
etc. He said, "Budgets are up, but we can't cut
education quality". He said our students must be
equal to those of other nations to increase bus-
iness.
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Gary Elliott agreed that business was going to
other countries.
Stephen Lackie said, "Our SAT scores are as
good as other schools".
James Hood, North Haverhill, spoke about the
educational cuts; he said discipline should be put
back into the schools
.
Tony Smith, East Haverhill, asked if the budget
were cut, was there a possibility of losing accred-
itation? Alan Page told Tony Smith that Supt.
Mullen doesn't think it would be affected. They
are trying to find out how it will affect the
High School.
Lois Henson, North Haverhill, asked what pri-
orities had been studied. What ideas of cuts have
been considered. She was told that fuel oil prices
have decreased, that they could decrease legal fees
and reduce advertising by $1,000.00. The fee for
Driver Education could cost $100.00 instead of
$50.00. There could be one-half less custodian for
the three buildings at the High School. Junior High
French could be eliminated; Junior High Morrill
secretary could be cut to one half-timer; cut field
trips, cut Special Education; cut one-half Physical
Education teacher, etc.
Carol Pike asked how Shauna Kimball would make
cuts and changes. Mrs. Kimball replied that it
was not her job to do so, that we had elected a
School Board to do that
.
Ralph Fitts, Paul Hunt and Claudia Lake also
spoke about cuts, teachers and accreditation.
Supt. Mullen said that he didn't know what
cuts would have to be made. He said that Woods-
ville High School was accredited #1 in the state
levels. He said the Elementary Schools would be
much better off with the 3/3 situation. He said
that we have the necessities for a good education.
The New Hampshire Board of Education has all the
power. He said that all the lobbyists want to do
is teach economics in school. Every boy and girl
has a chance to learn to use a computer. The stan-
dards have been raised for Art and Music. He said:
"We have enough computers but we don ' t have enough
guidance at the Junior High level." He spoke of
some parents suing the school because their child
couldn't read. He said all courses do not have to
read, such as shop. Mr. Mullen said: "We prepare
ourselves, we look real good. Compared with England,
the cream of the crop, the American school is the
best for all children in public schools."
Chuck Butson, Town of Haverhill, said that these
cuts would not touch teachers - but positions.
The Moderator said that plenty of reasons had
been given by many people, so it was no longer nec-
essary to continue. He asked: "Are you going to
cut or are you not? We have had a long enough ses-
sion. "
Peter Kimball said that he was for the cut. He
said we had been very generous over the years to the
school system. We had never turned down an operating
budget. He said that the school system had spent
more than they had told the town. For twelve to
fifteen years we have over-spent the budget; people
have given more than they thought. He said: "Don't
blame the school system. We have paid S.A.U. in-
creases every year. It is time to clean house!"
Tony Smith, Haverhill, said that he didn't quite
understand the difference between Article 12 and 13.
It was explained to him that Article 13 was a
recapitulation, a summary of all prior articles,
the sum of all sums of all monies. The State Revenue
demands it. ^,_
Robert Rutherford moved the vote for cutting.
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seconded by several voices. Districts.
An attempt was made to add an amendment but did
not succeed. The voting proceeded.
The Moderator asked if everyone had voted who
wished. He declared the ballot closed. Then he
said: "Will the School Board, duly sworn and elected
proceed to count the ballots?" The Moderator ann-
ounced the results; No 107, Yes 182.
ARTICLE 13. To see what sum of money the District
will vote to raise and appropriate for the support
of schools, for the salaries of the School District
officials and agents and for the payment of statu-
tory obligations of said District and to authorize
the application against said appropriation of such
sums as are estimated to be received from the State
Foundation Aid Building Aid Funds together with
other income; the School Board to certify to the
Selectmen the balance between the estimated revenue
and appropriations in accordance with the formula
adopted by the Haverhill Cooperative School District;
and the School Board further certify to the Select-
men the amount to be raised by taxation by each
of the two pre-existing school districts.
Alan Page made the motion that the District
vote to raise and appropriate $2,427,670.00 for the
support of schools, for the salaries of the School
District officials and agents and for the payment
of statutory obligations of said District and to
authorize the application against said appropriation
of such sums as are estimated to be received from
the State Foundation Aid and Building Aid Funds
together with other income; the School Board to
certify the Selectmen the balance between the
estimated revenue and appropriations, in accordance
with the formula adopted by the Haverhill Cooper-
ative School District and the School Board further
to certify to the Selectmen the amount to be raised
by taxation by each of the two pre-existing School
Seconded by Robert Maccini.
Gary Elliott, Haverhill, said: "I make a motion
so as to be recorded in the Town Report, if this
motion is passed, that it is the wishes of the people
to direct the School Board members to vote against
any further increases in the SAU budget and work to
decrease this budget .
"
Seconded by several voices and passed.
The Moderator declared the ballot box open. At
the close, the Moderator asked if everyone had voted
who wished. He declared the ballot closed and pro-
ceeded to have the ballots counted as before. The
Moderator announced the results: 209 votes cast;
85 No's - 124 Yes's. The motion passed and
$219,500.00 had been deducted from the budget.
ARTICLE 14. To transact any other business that may
legally come before said meeting.
Mrs. Lavoie said she would like to see if the
District would approve the following: "All monies
not spent from the special article on teachers'
salaries shall be returned to the District for tax
reduction. There shall be a report of funds not
expended made to the Annual School District meeting
in 1987."
Voted unanimously after seconded by many voices.
Mr. May addressed the Moderator: "I move that
the School Board appoint a committee to study the
feasiblity of Haverhill Cooperative School District
pulling out of the SAU and report back the advan-
tages and disadvantages at the next meeting."
Seconded by many voices and voted unanimously.
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There being no further business, Everett Sawyer
made the motion to adjourn. Seconded by many voices
the meeting was adjourned.




The Haverhill Cooperative School Board will
sit as Supervisors of the Checklist on the fol-
lowing dates:
February 11, 1987 - 7:30-8:30 PM - Haverhill
Academy Jr. High
February 18, 1987 - 7:30-8:30 PM - Morrill Elem.
School
February 25, 1987 - 7:30-8:30 PM - Woodsville
Elem. School
March 11, 1987 7:30-8:30 PM - Woodsville
High School (Library)
March 14, 1987 - 10:00 AM - 12:00 noon - Office
of the Superintendent of Schools
The checklist used at the School District
Meeting is different from the Town Checklist.
If you have any questions, please call or
visit the office of the Superintendent of Schools
to inquire if your name is on the list, or attend
one of the meetings above.
Haverhill Cooperative School Board
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SCHOOL WARRANT
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the Haverhill Coopera-
tive School District qualified to vote in the
Haverhill Cooperative School District affairs:
ARTICLE 1. To choose, by non-partisan ballot, a
Mcxierator for the ensiling year.
ARTICLE 2. To choose by non-partisan ballot,
two members of the school board, one
fran the pre-existing Haverhill
School District for a term of three
years; one fran the pre-existing
Vfcodsville School District for a
term of three years.
ARTICLE 3. To hear reports of the School Board,
Treasurer and the Si;5)erintendent of
Schools and to pass any vote related
thereto.
ARTICLE 4. To see if the district will authorize
the School Board to make application
for and to receive in the name of
the District, such advances,
grants-in-aid or other funds for
educational purposes as may now or
hereafter be forthcoming fran the
United States Government, the State
of New Haiipshire, or any other
federal, state or private sources.
ARTICLE 5 To see if the District will vote to
authorize the application of any
unanticipated incone to expenses.
ARTICLE 6. To see if the District will vote to
allocate to the Capital Reserve Fund
an amount equal to 50% of the un-
encumbered balance for the fiscal
year 1986-87, said amount not to
exceed $10,000.00.
ARTICLE 7. To see if the district will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,334,394.12 to fund cost items
relative to teachers' salaries and
other fringe benefits for the 1987-88
school year, vAiich are the result of
a collective bargaining agreement
agreed to between the Haverhill
Cooperative School Board and the
Haverhill Cooperative Education
Association.
ARTICLE 8. To see vAiat sum of money the district
will vote to raise and appropriate
for the support of schools, for the
payment of salaries of school district
officers agents and ertployees, and
for the payment of statutory and ob-
ligations of the district.
ARTICLE 9. To see viiat sum of money the District
will vote to raise and for the support
of schools, for the salaries of the
School District Officials and agents
and for the payment of statutory
obligations of said District and to
authorize the application against
said appropriation of such sums as
are estimated to be received fran the
State Foundation Aid and Building
Aid Funds together with the incone;
the School Board to certify to the
Selectmen the balance between the
estimated revenue and appropriations,
in accordance with the formula adopt-
ed by the Haverhill Cooperative School
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ARTICLE 10. To transac± any other biosiness that
may legally come before said meeting.
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390 Other purchased Professional Services
440 Repairs & Maintenance
452 Rental of Equipment
522 Liability Insurance
561 TViitlon to L.E.A. 's In N.H.
562 Tuition of L.E.A. 's outside N.H.
















* Includes 13,750. base & new grade 3 & irusic
** 14 single // 10 - 2 person // 19 family








834,920.30 814,348.89 889,559.55 * 934.324.00
10.500.00 17,341.58 12,000.00 17.000.00
79,561.00 58,852.67 78,634.94 ** 92.812.00
4,000.00 7.478.00 6,000.00 9,493.00
6,416.00 6,023.71 8.896.00 7,000.00
59,931.98 59,428.03 64.493.08 68.500.00
785.00 2,315.21 3.800.00 3.710.00
23,200.00 16,450.00 17.000.00 16,000.00
-0- 42.00 -O-







1,440.00 1,653.00 1,440.00 1,440.00
29,456.00 25,968.16 29,858.00 37,500.00
23,503.00 25,648,06 31,793.00 31,000.00
3,6%.00 3,650.18 3,337.00 3.500.00
8,692.00 7,968.33 6,790.00 8,000.00






















440 Repairs & Maintenance
561 TXiitlon to L.E.A.'s In N.H.






752 Replacement of Rimiture
Total 1200
Budgeted Expenditure Adopted Proposed
1985-86 1985-86 1986-87 1987-88
6.789.00 3,992.24 6,159.00 10,740,00
300.00 506.00 400.00 628.00
932.00 408.52 547.00 432.00
4,964.28 4,043.58 4,278.00 4,645.00
100.00 157.00 300.00 277.00
250.00 -0- 60.00 60.00




729.00 1,338.03 792.00 900.00
1,606.00 1,545.78 1,728.00 2,000.00
35.00 31.50 60.00 189.00
984.00 683.27 680.00 1,500.00
368.00









440 Repairs & Maintenance
513 Transportation




































390 Other Purchased Services























1,307.00 1,249.95 482.00 1,509.00
25.00 48.00 100.00 100.00
100.00 35.00
280.00 -O- 280.00 280.00
































810 Dues & Fees
Total 2120





























28,174.36 29,703.18 32,584.88 33,536.00
881.00 784.19 1,057.00 1,293.00
125.00 267.00 200.00 335.00
413.00 288.73 410.00 259.00
1,987.00 2,114.98 2,382.16 2,482.00
50.00 83.00 140.00 140.00
500.00 500.00 200.00
110.00 98.16 110.00 110.00
180.00 258.00 225.00 250.00
595.00 413.86 460.00 710.00
300.00 7.50 276.00 395.00
154.10 100.00
50.00 50.00 65.00 65.00
33,365.36 34,068.60 38,564.14 39,860.00
1,200.00
1,200.00
14,640.00 15,500.00 17,188.00 19,250.00
2,380.00 2,117.28 2,772,00 3,490.00
92.00 140.00 92.00 193.00
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752 Keplacsnent of Plimiture
Budgeted Expenditure Adopted Proposed
1985-86 1985-«6 1986-87 1987-88
216.00 119.39 172.00 148.00
1,035.00 1,103.49 1,246.00 1,425.00
50.00 44.00 80.00 80.00
500.00 185.00 700.00 700.00
150.00 240.00 260.00
75.00 100.00 100.00
75.00 252.00 275.00 275.00


















330 Pupil Services 600.00
Total 2152 600.00
2190 Other Support Services
310 Assenfclles 800.00 334.76 900.00 900.00



























810 Dues & Fees
Budgeted Expenditure Adopted Proposed
1985-86 1985-86 1986-87 1987-88
600.00 2,149.75 3,000.00 3,000.00
600.00 2,149.75 3,000.00 3,000.00
42,585.00 42,128.28 43,178.00 43,395.00
250.00 34.32 100.00
2,643.00 3,660.06 3,986.00 4,782.00
194.00 379.00 260.00 434.00
275.00 143.22 258.00 158.00
3,021.00 2,998.51 3,131.00 3,211.00





715.00 467.95 726.00 750.00
4,892.00 3,800.63 4,235.00 4,500.00
1,800.00 2,006,58 1,500.00 1,500.00
208.15 75.00
595.57
7,407.00 6,275.16 7,264.72 6,825.00
1,300.00 1,451.62 1,300.00 1,300.00
1,723.00 849.75 1,875.00 1,806.00
3,786.00 4.208.72 3,701.00 1,369.00




Total 2223 10,940.00 8,797.46 8,860.88 8,775.00
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2300 Support Services - General Adndnlstratlon
870 Contingency Rmd
Total 2300







810 Dues & Fees
Total 2311
Budgeted Expenditure Adopted Proposed
1985-86 1985-86 1986-87 1987-88
3,000.00 3,000.00
3,000.00 3,000.00
3,500.00 3,500.00 3,500.00 3,500.00
32.00 32.00
247.00 246.75 254.00 259.00




1,100.00 1,215.40 1,300.00 2,207.77
6,307.00 8,143.96 9,554.00 10,698.77
2312 Clerk of the Board Services
370 Census Taker 700.00 700.00 700.00 700.00
Total 2312 700.00 700.00 700.00 700.00









968.00 967.98 1,065.00 1,172.00
6.00 9.00 9.00 9.00
68.00 68.63 78.00 87.00
3.00 5.00
160.00 139.00 400.00 150.00
550.00 304.00 550.00 550.00
200.00 17.12 200.00 200.00















12.00 12.51 22.00 22.00
250.00 615.00 250.00 700.00
180.00 60.00 180.00 180.00
617.00 864.51 752.00 1,205.00
2315 T.ega-1 Services











390 Purchased Professional Services
Total 2317
2318 Staff Relations & Negotiations
390 Purchased Professional Services
Total 2318
2,500.00 , 1,975.00 2,500.00 2,500.00
2,500.00 1,975.00 2,500.00 2,500.00
3,400.00 734.00 3,400.00 3,400.00
3,400.00 734.00 3,400.00 3,400.00
































742 Replacement of Equipment
752 Replacement of Rimlture
810 Dues & Fees
Total 2410





















































































































390 Other Purchased Services
523 Fidelity Bond
550 Printing & Binding
610 Supplies
Total 2520






221 State Retirement - non-teachers
230 F.I.C.A.
260 Unaiploynient Compensation
420 Water & Sewer
431 Disposal Service










Budgeted Expenditure Adopted Proposed







150.00 139.00 300.00 150.00
160.00 160.00 160.00
250.00 250.00
14,674.00 14,218.87 12,701.00 14.031.75
66,156.00 62,704.30 59,404.00 57.850.00
4.506.00 3,298.52 2,000.00 2.000.00
7,000.00 7,154.28 7,000.00 7.000.00
8,286.00 7.727.74 8,450.00 13,960,00
385.00 657.00 550.00 425.00
1,999.00 1.029.65 1.127.00 703.00
5,476.00 5,192.34 4.307.00 4,291.00
500.00 204.00 500.00 400.00
7.600.00 9,781.52 8,860.00 9,688.00
3,000.00 2,863.25 3.000.00 5,000.00
700.00 1.053.17 4.000.00 17,100.00
3,000.00 5.907.53 3,500.00 3,580.00








14,000.00 12,721.09 12,928.00 13.000.00
27,000.00 34,000.00 30,000.00 34,444.00
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67,000.00 55,065.97 56,000.00 56,000.00
3,000.00 3,613.00 3,000.00 3,600.00
307.00 318.03
3,000.00 1,241.18 3,000.00 3,000.00
150.00 160.62 600.00
262,871.00
2543 Care S Upkeep of Grounds
432 Snow Plowing
440 Repair & Maintenance




4,700.00 3,363.63 3,700.00 3,700.00




9,700.00 6,270.41 4,200.00 5,100.00
2544 Care & ITpkeep of Equipment















2545 Vehicle Operation & Maintenance
440 Repairs & Maintenance
522 Auto Uability Insurance
610 Supplies
656 Gasoline
742 Replacement of Equipment
Total 2545







1,600.00 4,191.30 1,600.00 1,950.00
ISO
2552 Pupil Transportation Services
513 Pupil Transportation
Total 2552
2554 Transportation - Field Trips
513 Pupil Transportation
Total 255A











80,000.00 84,490.88 77,750.00 83,500.00







7,500.00 12,407.30 10,798.06 12,400.00
7,500.00 12,407.30 10,798.06 12,400.00
2559 Other Transportation










440 Repair & Maintenance

















2560 Fcxxl Services (cont.)
741 Additional Equipment
742 Replacement Equipment
















340 Staff Physicals 400.00 68.00 500.00 500.00
Total 2645 400.00 68.00 500.00 500.00
2649 Staff Services
224 Retirement - Teachers
225 Accrued Liability - Non-Teachers
226 Accrued Liability - Teachers
7,000.00
10.00 9.00 10.00 10.00
1,600.00 1,552.44 1,600.00 1,600.00
Total 2649 8,610.00 1,561.44 1,610.00 1,610.00
4300 Architecture & Engineering
490 Architect Fees
Total. 4300
5000 Other Outlays Debt Services
590 Misc. Debt Purchase
830 Rederption of Principal


















































Tuition fron other LEA's in NH









3000 REVENUE FROM STATE SOURCES
3110 Foundation Aid
3120 Sweepstakes






3810 Business Profits Tax
Catastrophic Aid
4000 REVENUE FROM FEDERAL SOURCES
4430 Vocational Education
4460 Child Nutrition Program

















































SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT #23




Section 5, Chapter 243, Laws of 1953 of the State
of New Hampshire requires that school district
annual reports show the total amount paid to the
superintendent and assistant superintendent.
One-half of the School Administrative Unit
expense is prorated among the several school dis-
tricts of the Unit on the basis of adjusted val-
uation. One-half is prorated on the basis of
average daily membership in the schools for the
previous school ,year ending June 30. The Super-
intendent of S.A.U. #23 during the 1986-1987 school
year will receive a salary of $51,145.00 prorated
among the several school districts. The Assistant
Superintendent will receive a salary of $40,351.00
prorated among the several school districts.
The table below shows the proration of sal-







































Acct. Special Food Capital
Assets No." General Revenue Service Reserve
Cash 100 54,402.81 28,866.78 36,653.91
Interfund Receivables 130 5,373.16
Intergovt. Receivables 140 91,898.64 6,705.14 6,511.00
Other Receivables 150 8.97
Total Current Assests 151,683.58 6,705.14 35,377.78 36,653.91
TOTAL ASSETS 151,683.58 6,705.14 35,377.78 36,653.91
Liabilities and Fund Equity
Current Liabilities
Interfund Payables 400 5,373.16
Intergovt. Payables 410 84,984.15
Other Payables 420 21,215.17 513.76 1,514.26
Accured Expenses 460 43,247.90
Payroll Deductions &
Withholdings 470 2,720.39
Total Liabilities 152,167.61 5,886.92 1,514.26
Reserve Encumbrances 753 2,779.02
Reserve for Special
Purposes 760 * 818.22 33,863.52 36,653.91
Unreserved Fund Balance 770 (3,263.05)
Total Fund Equity (484.03) 818.22 33,863.52 36,653.91
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY 151,683.58 6,705.14 35,377.78 36,653.91










Regular Day School Tuition










Total Other Revenue From
Local Sources
TOTAL LOCAL REVENUE










































For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1986
Acct. Special Food




Driver Ed. 3230 3,600.00
Child Nutrition 3270 4,022.00
Total Restricted Grants-
In-Aid 44,167.26
Revenue In Lieu of Taxes
Business Profits Tax 3810
SOURCES
44,319.06
330,215.32TOTAL REVENUE FROM STATE 4,022.00
Revenue From Federal Sources
Vocational Education 4430 5,554.30




Aid from the Federal Gov 't.
through the State 6,702.04 37,287.00
Revenue In Lieu of Taxes 4800
^L SOURCES
2,779.02










2,238,627.49 16,489.64 95,626.55 3,472.52
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General Fund: STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES - Elementary
For the Year Ended June 30, 1986
200 300,400,500
Acct. 100 Employee Purchased 600 700 800
Function^ No. Salaries Benefits Services Supplies Property Other TOTAL
Regular Education Programs 1100 321,672.95 46,502.66 3,980.74 26,011.98 1,947.93 400,116.26
Special Education Programs 1200 27,949.55 4,811.81 34,073.01 790.93 304.83 67,930.13
Other Instructional Programs 1400 6.67 6.67
Guidance 2120 4,102.06 4,102.06
Health 2130 7,750.10 1,762.02 296.74 255,70 10,064.56
Psychological 2140 45.00 45.00
Other Pupils 2190 334.76 334.76
Improvement of Instruction 2210 1,023.75 150.00 1,173.75
Educational Media 2220 11,448.08 2,255.72 944.33 2,329.63 2,041.87 17.00 19,036.63
School Board 2310 2,006.13 161.64 5,362.24 7.36 534.78 8,072.15
Office of the Superintendent 2320 45,411.08 45,411.08
School Administration 2400 38,625.17 6,679.75 2,743.48 413.22 29.99 325.00 48,816.61
Fiscal 2520 4,796.48 1,327.99 59.77 6,184.24
Operation & Maint. & Plant 2540 28,418.03 5,697.34 27,298.37 39,610.61 1,267.59 102,291.94




TOTAL 442,666.49 156,785.97 73,521.49 5,592.21 883.45 750,345.44
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General Fund: STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES - Junior High
For the Year Ended June 30, 1986
FUNCTION
200 300,400,500
Acct. 100 Employee Purchased 600 700 800
No. Salaries Benefits Services Siapplies Property Other TOTAL
1100 177,678.31 27,299.53 1,034.14 11 ,422.63 2,142.,14 1,205.00 220,781.75
1200 6,032.83 682.59 32,647.40 824.53 154.,60 40,341.95
lAOO 3,050.20 428.71 864.00 588.71 55.,40 6.67 4,993.69
2120 8,691.18 787.71 198.00 500.52 10,177.41
2130 3,874.99 881.07 67.50 99.73 4,923.29
2140 30.00 30.00
2210 60.00 44.25 104.25
2220 6,497.92 1,322.09 238.85 1 ,567.67 9,626.53
2310 855.20 69.44 2,288.40 255.08 243.08 3,711.20
2320 19,609.33 19,609.33
2400 34,930.40 8,136.32 2,111.30 665.27 111..96 348.00 46,303.25
2520 2,180.10 604.23 25.02 2,809.35

















Office of the Superintendent
School Administration
Fiscal





General Fund: STATEMENT OF EXPENDITUKES - High School













Supplies Property Other TOTAL
Regular Education Programs 1100
Special Education Programs 1200
Vocational Education Programs 1300




Improvement of Instruction 2210
Educational Media 2220
School Board 2310
Office of the Superintendent 2320
School Administration 2400
Fiscal 2520



































































521,456.85 89,784.84 250,173.47 71,920.10 13,099.54 2,469.20 948,904.00
General Fund: STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES - District Wide










TOTAL GENERAL FUND 1,220,448.08 515,391.34 22,089.53 2,188,040.17
204,339.97 188,685.85 37,085.40
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SPECIAL REVENUE FUNDS: STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES - Elementary
For the Year Ended June 30, 1986
FUNCTION
200 300,400,500
Acct. 100 Employee Purchased 600 700 800
No. Salaries Benefits Services Supplies Property Other TOTAL
Regular Education Programs 1100 160.00 147.42
Improvement of Instruction 2210 230.00




SPECIAL REVENUE FUNDS: STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES - Junior High







SPECIAL REVENUE FUNDS: STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES - High









TOTAL SPECIAL REVENUE FUNDS
District Wide
1100 40.00 700.00 592.10 2,392.76 885,• CO 100.00 4,709.86










3,318.75 1,164.43 2,979.66 885,,00 192.00 16,669.54
= ===
3,478.75 1,624.43 8,277.12 2,979.66 885,,00 192.00 17,436.96
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FOOD SERVICE FUND





Acct. 100 Employee Purchased 600 700 800














38,043.33 3,152.38 1,466.95 47,191.35 6,597.44 78.00 96,529.45
Transfers to General Fund
TOTAL CAPITAL RESERVE FUND
CAPITAL RESERVE FUND - District Wide





















ALL FUNDS: SUPPLEMENTARY EXPENDITURE INFORMATION
For the Year Ended June 30, 1986
Description Function Object Elementary Junior High High Total
All All 67,930.13 40,341.95 50,318.71 158,590.79
I. All 561 33,972.51 32,647.40 11,264.33 77,884.24
H. All 562 34,442.52 34,442.52
All 569 100.50 897.00 997.50
All 741 3,460.59 1,886.64 7,630.59 12,977.82
Special Education Services
Tuition to LEA'S within N.H
Tuition to LEA'S outside N.
Other Tuition
Additional Equipment
STATEMENT OF ANALYSIS OF CHANGES IN FUND EQUITY







































TOTAL DELETIONS 17,436.96 96,529.45 15,000.00
FUND EQUITY
JUNE 30,1986 (484.03) 818.22 33,863.52 36,653.91
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Received Receivable Due From Credited Amount
SAU #23 1200-561 2330-359 76,568.57
State of N.H. 3221-3222 7,872.97
SAU #23 1990 60.74
Monroe School District 1312 617.34
State of N.H. 4810 2,779.02
State of N.H. 3240 4,000.00
Faxon Co. 2222-640 2.10
Baker & Taylor 2222-640 6.87
State of N.H. 4460 6,511.00


















Monroe School District 302-1312 1 ,500.00
Bath School District 302-1312 1 395.14
Benton School District 302-1312 1 ,616.62
SAU #23 1200-561 2330-359 80 472.39
State Line Sports 1100-610 78.00
Kellys 1100-610 22.56
Wood Ind. 1100-610 150.00
Gen. Motors Photo 1100-610 8.00
Ball Corp. 1100-610 10.92
Microwave Methods 1100-610 5.95




















Mary Ann Lacasse 1100-630 364.50
Scholastic 1100-6A0 90.00
Stateline Sports 1410-610 56.50
Stateline Sports 1410-610 62.74
Psychological Corp. 2125-610 317.00
Silver Burdett 2222-630 9.13
World Book 2222-630 50.00
Freeman & Co. 2222-630 12.95
Baker & Taylor 2222-630 32.61
Cumberland Farms 2222-640 235.00
Brain Bank 2223-610 50.00
Dartmouth Bookstore 2223-610 40.00
Nat'l Assoc. Sec. School 2410-610 152.25
Jim Delois 2490-610 218.44
Seams Sew Easy 2490-610 53.81
Jostens 2490-610 8.91
Bale 2490-610 444.55
H.J. Graham 2542-521, 2410-523 18 ,725.00
IBIS Media 1100-610 175.00
Nasco 1100-610 210.91
Projected Learning Programs 1100-610 127.85
St. Johnsbury Paper Co. 2560-610 121.47
Nissan Baking Co. 2560-620 102.79


























ITE:MIZATI0N OF OUTSTANDING ENCUMBRANCES: June 30, 1986
Vendor Amount





REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
For the Fiscal Year
July 1, 1985 to June 30, 1986
SUMMARY
Cash on Hand July 1, 1985
Current Appropriation
Revenue from State Sources
Revenue from Federal Sources
Received from Tuitions
Received from all Other Sources
TOTAL RECEIPTS
TOTAL AMOUNT AVAILABLE FOR FISCAL YEAR
LESS SCHOOL BOARD ORDERS PAID























































































Dickey, Harvey W. 15,281.76
Dickey, Mary-Beth 4,563.51
Dole, Mary S. 1,875.00
Doyle, Dolores 430.50
Ebelt, Debra A. 2,735.30
Emery, Edith A. 10,723.03
Estps, Jacquelyn 7,780.00
Evans, Bruce 1,759.68
Evans, Donald R. 32,760.00
Evans, Glenda M. 15,523.85
Farley, Linda S. 1,794.00
Parr, Scott D. 280.00










Hehre, Susan E. 20,832.00
Heineitiann, Eliza 14,550.01
Henson, Karolee 18,600.00
Henson, Lois D. 19,635.09
Holden, Sylvia 160.00
Hollos, Pauline 8,241.88
Home, Jean E. 5,968.79
House, Paula 80.00
Hudson, Barbara 6,378.52


























































































































































































































































REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
I herewith submit my twenty-second annual report
to the voters of the Haverhill Cooperative School
District.
Next year's kindergarten class will graduate
from high school in the 21st century. Are we pro-
viding the type of education that will prepare our
young men and women with the skills to be success-
ful individuals in the year 2000?
Last year's disaster at the school district
meeting was summed up very adroitly in the Valley
News:
"HAVERHILL LOSES"
"Most of the academic programs remain intact in
the Haverhill Cooperative School District - at least
for now. Much of the rest of what makes a school
system good is being torn away.
District voters decided last Friday to cut the
school budget by $220,000. The school board re-
sponded with an operating budget that will deprive
the district students of a wide range of valuable
activities. The bands may disappear with the fir-
ing of the instrumental music teacher; vocational
agriculture classes will disappear; non-varsity
sports will disappear. Elementary art classes
will suffer from the firing of the art teacher.
With the elimination of the school's late bus,
students without transportation may have to give
up constructive after-school activities and go
straight home.
These budget cuts could easily lead to many
more program reductions. The district educates
students tuitioned from Piermont, Warren, Benton,
Bath and Monroe; if these students choose to go to
another high school - Orford, for example - the
Haverhill District will have less spending money
and fewer students. In the short run, the lost
tuition revenue could wipe out some of the tax
savings anticipated by the budget-cutters. In the
long run, it could permanently weaken the Haverhill
School District.
It is disheartening to see a town turn against
its youth this way. The children will pay for the
voters' stinginess. Ultimately, everybody loses."
This article succinctly describes the feelings
of the writer and should alert people to the havoc
that is going on in this district. Under the guise
that, "The voters have been kind," "We can't afford
it," "All we need is a basic education;" and "Edu-
cation is too expensive." Folks, if you think edu-
cation is too expensive try ignorance.
Whenever you have a public endeavor that is
functioning smoothly, the best possible way of cre-
ating malfunctions is to involve political factions
that do not have the intellect to cope with simple
complexities and who are unattuned to educational
standards, needs, and business. Unfortunately,
this district is going through the throes of re-
aligning its educational priorities and is not
thinking through the deadly effect of being swept
into mediocrity by a minority of registered voters.
The demise of the Haverhill Cooperative School
District seems to be at hand. Both the Bath and
Warren School Districts are contemplating bringing
back to their local schools their seventh an eighth
grade students. This district will not need to
worry about "losing money on tuition students" any
longer. Our high school enrollments will drop, if
this does come to pass, and will increase dramat-
ically the cost to the local taxpayer of providing
both junior and senior high education.
Haverhill has a two-tiered educational system.
Those people with the financial capabilities simply
send their children to private schools and those
parents without the funds have to put up with or
tolerate educational opportunities that are not
quite as good.
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The S.A.U. has become the whipping boy of a
coalition that simply does not understand, or will
not understand, the purpose of these organizations.
For Haverhill to consider having its own S.A.U. is
a folly, indeed. Hopefully, calmer heads will
focus in on what is good for the children of this
district rather than adopting a policy of isolation
from the real world
.
This year's budget, at this writing, is incom-
plete since we have not settled with the teachers'
union. It appears that a settlement is not likely
very soon since the negotiators are miles apart.
The budget does not have a deficit appropriation
of $51,102.00 to make up, several positions have
not been reinstated and special education is not
alleged "the culprit" it was last year . At pres-
ent, without the settlement plus fringe benefits,
we are at last year's figures.
Before finalizing this report, I would like to
commemorate the spirit of Ms. Monica Smith, a teach-
er at Woodsville High School For many years, who
passed away last spring. She was a fine person,
a wonderful teacher and a fine role model for our
young people. This kind of person only comes along
once in a lifetime. Our young people have profited
immensely from her presence in our schools.
May I take this opportunity to thank the people
for their fine support during the past two decades.
I always thought we had a fine school system here,
a fact acknowledged throughout the state for years,
something of which we were all very proud. Now I













































































REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
To the School Board and Citizens of the Haverhill
Cooperative School District
:
I submit, herewith, my twenty-second report as
Superintendent of Schools.
1985-1986












Number of Pupils neither absent noi: tardy: 40







REPORT OF THE ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
I herewith submit my seventeenth annual report
to the voters of the Haverhill Cooperative School
District.
Along with new leadership at the central office,
there are a couple of important Issues on the hori-
zon that could be very important to the Haverhill
Cooperative School District. The first is the
composition of S.A.U. #23. To begin with, the
State is conducting a study in this area which will
be completed next summer. One aspect of the study
is to address the optimum number of districts that
should comprise an S.A.U. As the largest geo-
graphic unit in the s^ate, this study is sure to
be of importance to S.A.U. #23. Obviously, if our
present seven district unit is reduced in number,
the costs shared by the remaining districts will
increase. The latter is the basis of a second
study by Dr. Paul Khrone of the New Hampshire
School Board Association. This study was commis-
sioned by the member districts of S.A.U. #23 and
addresses the question of what the costs for each
district would be under various combinations of
member districts. The key district in the study
is the Linwood Cooperative. Linwood's equalized
valuation has increased by $60,000,000 in a single
year. In fifteen years the town of Lincoln has
gone from a middle class mill town to a rich all
season resort town and the end is not in sight.
Linwood, even though they have half the number of
Haverhill's student populatioiv pays the highest
share of S.A.U. #23 expenses. For this reason,
they have insisted that a satelite office, com-
plete with an assistant superintendent, be part of
the 1987-88 budget. It seems likely that Linwood
will become its own S.A.U. in the near future.
With Linwood out , Haverhill ' s share would increase
considerably.
Closer to home, a third study was authorized
at last year's school district meeting. This report
considers the feasibility of the Haverhill Coopera-
tive becoming a self-contained S.A.U. The report,
concise and very will written, appears in another
part of this annual report. After examining all
options, the report recommends remaining a part of
the present organization of districts mostly because
of the excessive cost of providing our own special
education for severly handicapped and emotionally
disturbed students.
Regardless of what Haverhill's status will be,
there is another question of utmost importance to
the taxpayers of our district. In spite of the
opinion of some, income derived from tuition stu-
dents is of great importance. Tuition Income re-
duces the amount of monies to be raised by the tax-
payers of the district in the same way that other
income items do. This is true even in cases where
the per capita tuition cost is less than the dis-
tricts per pupil cost in a given year. Tuition
income has dwindled over the past two years due to
the fact that many Warren students, who used to
attend Woodsville High School, are now going else-
where. June 1987, marks the end of a three year
tuition contract between the two districts. At
this point, there are no plans for a renewal.
Warren's School District Warrant will carry an art-
icle calling for the return of the 7th and 8th
grades. Failing that, another article will appear
undoing a previous action which designates Haver-
hill Academy as the area of attendance for Warren's
7th and 8th grades. The Bath Warrant will call
for a building committee to consider new construc-
tion and or additions to accommodate grades - Kin-
dergarten through eight.
It is likely that these developments are at
least partially related to our recent budget cuts.
The point is, that unless we're careful, what we
save in budget cuts could be lost in reduced tui-
tion income.
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On February 6th Mr. Everett Sawyer, our custo-
dian of twenty-seven years at the Morrill Elemen-
tary School , retired. Everett, was not just a
good custodian, he was a tradition. He will remain
so in the hearts and minds of the hundreds of
children who went through the Morrill School dur-
ing his tenure. We wish him all the best.
The close of the 1986-87 school year will mark
the retirement of Mr. Norman H. Mullen, who has
served for twenty-two years as our Superintendent
of Schools. His leadership has been forceful,
dynamic and effective. It was sometimes contro-
versial, but always directed toward the best in-
terests of the children in his charge. Among many
other fine accomplishments, he has formed two co-
operative school districts and developed a cost
effective and efficient system of special educa-
tion second to none in the State. It has been my
privilege to work with Mr. Mullen as his assistant
for seventeen of his twenty-two year tenure. His
presence in the central office will be missed by
all.
I'm sure everyone will join with me in wishing
him a happy retirement and the very best in the
years to come.
My thanks, as always, to the School Board, the
Staff and the voters of the Haverhill School Dis-
trict for their continued support.
Respectfully submitted,
Harold J. Haskins




JAMES R. MORRILL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
PRINCIPAL'S REPORT
On Tuesday, September 3, the Haverhill Coop-
erative School District Elementary Schools opened
their doors on the 1985-86 school year. Woodsville
Elementary welcomed 165 students and James R.
Morrill strove to accomodate its enrollment of 198.
The elementary schools began the year under the
direction of a new principal but with relatively
few other staff changes. At Woodsville Elementary,
Mrs. Wendy Mitton assumed the responsibilities of
the sixth grade teaching position in place of Mr.
Thomas Allen who was on a years leave of absense
and Miss Michelle Demers joined the staff as a
part-time physical education instructor. At James
R. Morrill Elementary, the staff was joined by Mrs.
Susan Bradway and Mrs. Mary Ramsey who served as
teacher aides in the very large second, third, and
fourth grade classes.
Later in the school year, a number of staff
changes occurred. Mrs. Mitton moved from WES to
JRMES to fill the special education teacher position
made vacant by the resignation of Miss Rebecca
Johnston and Mr. Allen cut short his leave to re-
turn to the sixth grade classroom at WES. Mrs.
Bradway and Mrs. Ramsey resigned their aide posi-
tions and were replaced by Mrs . Sarah Harris and
Mrs. Robin Keith. Mrs. Maureen Dimitruk resigned
from her position as Chapter 1 tutor at JRMES and
was replaced by Miss Patricia Demers. Following
a long and very successful career as a music
teacher. Miss Edith Emery retired and Miss Christine
Schiendel took her place. In November, Mrs. Mary
Dole joined the staffs of both schools to teach
art on a part-time basis. For maternity reasons,
Mrs. Colette Hayward left her position as library
aide and Mrs . Linda Farley was hired to take her
place.
The 1985-86 school year saw the completion of
the playground improvement project at WES and the
initiation of a similar project at JRMES. Our spe-
cial thanks and appreciation are extended to the
WES Parents-Teachers Association and to the JRMES
Parent-Teachers-Friends Group for their work on
these projects.
During the school year, efforts to improve the
elementary school curriculum and instruction were
continued. Numerous social studies textbooks series
were examined and evaluated by the teachers. A se-
ries published by Harcourt, Brace, & Jovanovich was
selected and purchased for grades three through six
in both schools. Early in the spring, the teachers
from both elementary schools received training in
and began implementing a new reading program known
as the Tens Book Program. This program is used to
supplement the regular basal reading program. It
exposes students to a variety of children's novels
and stimulates their use of higher level thinking
skills. A special grant received by the district,
enabled four elementary school teachers to attend
a conference and a two day seminar on gifted educa-
tion. Upon their return to school, these teachers
shared their experiences with the remainder of the
staff and efforts were begun to develop challenging
and appropriate learning opportunities for gifted
students.
Improvement efforts begun during the 1985-86 are
being continued in 1986-87 and will continue into
the future. Recently released reports on elementary
education as well as the newly revised New Hampshire
Minimum Standards for Elementary School Approval will
be used as guides to future improvements.
On behalf of the staff and students at Woodsville
Elementary and James R. Morrill Elementary, I would
like to thank Mr. Mullen, Mr. Haskins, the members
of the Haverhill Cooperative School Board, and the






HAVERHILL ACADEMY JUNIOR HIGH
PRINCIPAL'S REPORT
Haverhill Academy Junior High School opened on
September 3, 1985, with 80 students in grade 7 and
76 students in grade 8, for a total enrollment of
156 students.
Additions to the faculty were Mr. Richard B.
Carter, replacing Mr. Howard W. Evans, who had
been principal for some 16 years. I know the town
is very indebted to Mr. Evans for all of the years
of dedicated service. Mrs. Joanne Moore replaced
Mrs. Linda Moreno in the resource room. Mr. Donald
Dempsey replaced Mr. Todd Fields in industrial arts.
Mr. James Ingerson replaced Mr. Dario Zampieri, who
was custodian for some nine years. In the spring,
Mr. Ingerson was replaced by Mr. Richard Smith, Mr.
Jared Stolper was replaced by Miss Christine
Scheindel in the music department and at the end
of the year. Miss Joanne Smith resigned as the 7th
grade English teacher.
Our 8th grade, along with every other 8th grade
in New Hampshire, took a battery of California
Achievement Tests during the week of October 14,
1985.
Our athletic teams were quite successful in the
won-lost column, but more important, about one-
third of the student body participated.
We started a student council under the direction
of Mrs. Barbara Krulewitz. The student council
organized a penny drive for UNICEF, had a can drive
to give non-perishable foods to the needy of Haver-
hill and opened a school bookstore.
A school newspaper, "Junior Opinion" was started
under the direction of Miss Joanne Smith.
Members of SADD from the high school along with
Judge McKenna and Mrs. Susan Hehre put on a very
interesting assembly program regarding alcohol
and drunk driving.
Open House was held on September 24 to give
parents an idea of the schedule and goals for the
85-86 school year. The annual Winter Carnival was
held in February with Amy Olsen and Scott Morin as
Queen and King. Science Fairs were held as usual
for both 7th and 8th grades during March and April.
In May, under the direction of Mrs. Elizabeth
Heinemann,both grades did interdisciplinary units
and invited the public to see their information
gathered about other countries and their cultures.
In February, both grades went to the Hopkins Center
in Hanover to see "Lady Liberty", a play about immi-
gration.
In April, Stanford Achievement Tests were given
to the students.
Many trips were organized and paid for by fund
raising by both 7th and 8th graders. The French
classes, under the direction of Mrs. Jacqueline
Lewis, went to Granby Zoo in May. At the end of the
year both classes went to Lake Winnlpesaukee and
cruised the lake on the Mt. Washington. The next
day the entire school went on an outing to Wellington
State Park.
Graduation was held on June 20, 1986, at Morrill
Elementary School. Graduation is usually held on
the Haverhill Common but had to be moved due to
inclement weather. Diplomas were presented by Mr.
Alan Page, Chairman of the Haverhill Cooperative
School Board. The following list of awards were





HAVERHILL ACADEMY JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
AWARDS - JUNE 20, 1986
HONORS











JOHN DEXTER LOCKE AWARD
(Most Improved 8th Grade Student)
Shawna Aldrich









































Conscientious Effort, Outstanding Attitude, Co-
operative
Brenda Bean



















Outstanding Attitude, Conscientious Effort, Co-
operative
Windy Fortier
Outstanding Attitude, Conscientious Effort, Co-
operative
Juleah Richardson






























































Outstanding Attitude, Conscientious Effort
Scott Morin




















Qualities Worthy of Recognition
Melissa Ames









Conscientious Effort, Outstanding Attitude, Co-
operative
Amy Olsen
Qualities Worthy of Recognition
SCIENCE
Shawna Aldrich
Conscientious Effort, Outstanding Attitude, Co-
operative
Stephen Jacobs
Conscientious Effort, Outstanding Attitude, Co-
operative
Shauna George
Conscientious Effort, Outstanding Attitude, Co-
operative
Justin Newton
Conscientious Effort, Outstanding Attitude, Co-
operative
Chrystal Lewis
Conscientious Effort, Outstanding Attitude, Co-
operative
Jason Belyea


















Outstanding Attitude, Conscientious Effort, Co-
operative
Samantha Stoddard








































































































































































































TO: Superintendent of Schools, Haverhill Cooperative School District
FROM: Principal, Woodsville High School
I, hereby, submit my annual report of Woodsville High School for the school
year ending June 20, 1986.










































































Third Honor Lynne Amnott
Fourth Honor Jacques Finlay
CLASS MARSHALLS
Kristen Patten -- Kenneth Patten
COMMi;.'JCP.MI-.NT AWARDS
CLASS OF 1936
Alumni Attainment Award Michele Fagnant
American Legion Award Joel Oupuis
American Legion Auxiliary Award Pamela Reed
Monica Smith Memorial Award Daleen Kaiser
Frank G. Woodward Memorial Scholarship Leslie Walker
Haverhill Cooperative Student Trust Awards Deidra Ames
Heather Wood
(Class of 1985] Rodney Thompson
Danforth Leadership Awards Tracy Allbee
Jacques Finlay
Cohase Lions Club Scholarships Pamela Reed
Becky Keniston
National Honor Society Scholarship Pamela Reed








































































(Class of 1985) Theresa Donnelly
(Class of 1985) Heather Moore
*1emorial Scholarship Mark Haskins
Jackson Award (History) Amy Barry
Awards (Music) Daleen Kaiser
Mark Haskins
b Scholarship James Thayer
olarship Michele Fagnant
ke Award (Latin) lichele Fagnant
on Award (French) Michele Fagnant
h Award Todd Nickerson
Department Scholarship Lynne Amnott
sted Men's Club Scholarship Pamela Reed
eign Wars Award Jacques Finlay
y - V.F.W. Award Becky Keniston
r Awards Rochelle Parr
Becky Keniston
Corrina Aldrich
ebeccaa Lodge Scholarships Tracy Allbee
Clinton Brown
ge #214 Scholarship Deidra Ames
ub Scholarship Rochelle Farr







hallenge Award Penny Shortt
rican Legion Award Jacques Finlay
Booster Club Award Tammy Wright
Girls Club ScholarshirJ Debra Stevens
Becky Keniston
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John 0. Keyes Masonic Memorial Scholarship Piedra Ames
Governor's Scholars Program Award Leslie IValker
Order of the Eastern Star Awards Tracy Allbee
Reeky Keniston
Joseph S. 5 Lillian Z. DeLuca Scholarship Becky Keniston
Hesser College Scholarship Tracy Allbee
Plymouth State College Scholarship Michelle Wright
Student Council Scholarship Heather IVood
Media Club Scholarship Karen Woods
Future Business Leaders of America Award Joel Dupuis
F.B.L.A. Savings Bond Award Jacques Finlay
Vocational Agriculture Scholarship Corrina Aldrich
Special Achievement Award ; Elaine Thompson
Special Recognition Awards Debra Stevens
Joel Dupuis
V.F.W. "Voice of Democracy" Award Mark Haskins
N.H. Basketball Coaches Award Kenneth Kinder
Grace Thayer Hallock Memorial Award Deanna Patten
Bassler-Keyes Memorial Award Jacques Finlay
Salutatorian Award Heather Schmid
Valedictorian Award Leslie Walker
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The citizens and voters of the Haverhill Cooperative School District have
critical judgements and decisions to make regarding their educational system. As
everyone is aware of by now the New Hampshire State Board of Education has mandated
a set of revised "minimvun" standards for both the elementary and secondary schools.
At the high school level all of these new standards must be in place by September
1988. Despite the budget cutback in the spring of 1986 and the subsequent loss
or reduction of some programs and services, Woodsville High School received an
"approved" status for the 1986-87 school year.
However, if we are to retain this type of accreditation the following factors
must be resolved:
By September 1987 : a) expansion of the guidance and administrative
secretarial staff.
b) the employment of at least a one-half part-time library aide.
By September 1988 ; a) expansion of the industrial arts curriculum which will
necessitate additional funding for supplies and equipment, and the employment
of a full-time instructor at the high school level.
b) every student must obtain at least one full academic unit in physical
education; in order to provide this for our students the employment of at
least one and one-half P.E. instructors will be needed.
c) increased funding for the library collection and services must be
provided.
The "State" has also mandated that all students beginning with the Class of
1989 must obtain a minimum of 19 3/4 unit credits to meet the minimum graduation
requirements. (16 is presently required) By revising the curriculum, by ad-
justing teaching assignments, and with the additional staff member obtained last
year, we are able to offer the "minimum programs" that are now required through
1986-87 . It becomes increasingly more important that all students plan their
programs very carefully if they are to meet the new graduation requirements in
the normal four year sequence.
Citizens are now at that crucial point as to what action they wish to take
in providing for an "approved" status high school, and for providing for the
needs of our students as prescribed in the new minimum standards.
Several changes in the teaching staff in the fall of 1986. These included:
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Mrs. Christine Colantuoni replaced Mrs. Mary Beaudin in the English department;
Mrs. Sylvia Holden replaced Ms. Mariteresa Bergeron in the Home Economics
program; Mr. Carlos Cutler succeeded Mr. Donald Dempsey as the Industrial Arts
instructor; Mr. James Torres assiimed the music position vacated by Ms. Christina
Scheindel.
Other changes were: Mr. Irving Fountain who was assigned to the high school
on a part-time basis in physical education; and Ms. Angela Packard who filled
the newly created position in the English-Social Studies area.
As always the administration wishes to extend its sincerest appreciation to
the following individuals and groups:
To the teachers, coaches and advisors for their extra time, effort and
leadership they have given to the school's extracurricular and interscholastic
programs. These activities and programs provide for many valuable experiences
for our students.
To the Haverhill Academy Corporation which, over the years, has provided
financial support enabling our students to be involved in various learning en-
richment programs - assemblies, field trips, art exhibits, etc.
To Carole and Walter Young for their generous scholarship grants at each
commencement which has benefitted many of our graduates who are seeking a
college education.
To the Woodsville Area Booster Club for their continued interest and support
of our students through the annual Student Recognition Banquet and other activities.
And I wish to thank the Assistant Superintendent of Schools, the Haverhill
Cooperative School Board, the faculty and other staff members of Woodsville High
School and the citizens of the Town of Haverhill and the surrounding communities
for their continued support and understanding.
Finally, I wish to convey my personal thanks to Norman H. Mullen, Superintendent
of Schools, who through the "best" and "worst" of times was always there when this
administrator needed advice, support and understanding. I shall always appreciate






REPORT OF SCHOOL NURSE
HAVERHILL COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
1985-1986
Number of Pupils 844
Number of School Visits 349









Physicals for Sports Participation:
Woodsville High School
Haverhill Academy Jr. High School
Number of Pupils Examined:
Sept. 1985 87
May 1986 96





U/A positive for sugar 1







Tetanus and Diptheria Boosters 48













I began my third year as school nurse in Haver-
hill by attending the Third Annual School Nurse
Institute at Saint Anselms College in Manchester,
N.H. in August 1985. The three day workshop was
very interesting and covered a wide subject area
relative to school nursing. Presentations included
in the program were health promotion in the school
health office, nursing management of seizure dis-
orders and sports injuries.
In the fall and spring all students participating
in sports at the junior high and senior high schools
received physicals at school by Dr. David Frechette
or privately with their family physician. Any de-
fects noted on school physicals were referred to
parents for follow-up.
The annual immunization survey required by the
state of N.H. was completed in November. Most new
students were up to date. Those who did not meet
the state's minimum requirements were brought up to
date by their family physician, the local well child
clinics or at the school clinic in the spring.
On October 9, 1985 the N.H. Department of Public
Health held their annual Preschool Vision and Hear-
ing Screening Program at Woodsville Elementary
School. Sixty-four children participated in the
program. Fifteen referrals for vision and hearing
failures were made. A special thank you to all the
high school students who assisted with the clinic.
I would also like to thank the Cohase Lions Club
who help to sponsor the program every year.
All vision and hearing screenings were completed
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and referrals made when necessary. The Cohase Lions
Club has helped obtain eye examinations and glasses
for needy children. Again I would like to thank
the Lions Club for their continued support
.
Screening physicals were completed in grades
four, eight and eleven. This examination includes
a urinalysis, blood pressure and hemoglobin test.
Any defects noted were referred to the parents for
follow-up with their family physician.
Scoliosis screening was conducted in grades
five through eight. This examination is done to
detect curvature of the spine. Again any defects
noted were referred to the parents for follow-up.
In the spring the dental clinic was held at Dr.
Phillip and Robert Munson's office in Bradford, Vt.
Twenty-one elementary school students participated
in this program. Monies for the clinic came from
money raised at the school district meeting along
with donations from the following organizations:
The Haverhill Chapter of the Salvation Army, Woods-
ville United Methodist Women, and the VFW Auxiliary,
Haverhill Memorial Post #5245. Monies donated were
used to cover clinic costs and transportation.
In April the Ammonoosuc Family Health Services
in Littleton, N.H. conducted two programs for the
high school students. A presentation on venereal
disease was given to students in grades nine through
twelve. The program included a film, lecture and
question and answer session. A cancer awareness
program was conducted for the senior girls. An
informative film on breast self examination was
shown. Women's health issues in general were dis-
cussed including the importance of yearly pap tests,
physical examinations, nutrition and exercise. I
want to thank Julie Hohmeister, R.N. for bringing
these programs into the school
.
In April an immunization clinic was held at each
school. Students in need of boosters were brought
up to date. I wish to thank both Linda Chase, R.N.
and Jan Kinder, L.P.N, for their assistance with
these clinics.
In May a film on menstruation was shown to the
4th, 5th and 6th grade girls at both elementary
schools. Information on female developement was
presented to the girls and a question and answer
session followed.
In May kindergarten registration was held at the
Woodsville Elementary School. Parents were made
aware of immunization requirements and the need for
a physical examination before their child entered
school in the fall.
During the 1985-86 school year I attended the
following workshops and conferences:
October 15, 1985 - "Educating Young Children About
Sexual Abuse"
Planned Parenthood of Northern New England
Burlington, Vt.
November 8, 1985 - "Creative Approaches for Teach-
ing Personal Safety"
Planned Parenthood of Northern New England
Burlington, Vt.
March 19, 1986 - "School Age Children with Chronic
Illnesses"
Office of Continuing Education for Nurses
Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center
Hanover, N.H.
May 28, 1986 - "AIDS UPDATE"
Office of Continuing Education for Nurses
Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center
Hanover, N.H.
In closing I wish to thank the administration,
faculty, staff, students and parents for your con-







The Haverhill Cooperative School District voted
unanimously, at the 1986 March district meeting,
the following motion: "I move that the school
district appoint a ccjtmittee to study the feasibi-
lity of Haverhill Cooperative School District pull-
ing out of the SAU and report back the advantages
and disadvantages at the next meeting.
"
As a result of this motion, the Haverhill School
Board appointed an SAU Stucty Contdttee. This
report is a conslusion of that study.
BACKGROUND:
First, it is inportant to point out that the state
of New Hairpshire requires each school district to
belong to a School Administrative Unit (SAU) , which
must govern itself according to state regulations.
The state also requires each SAU to eitploy a state-
certified superintendent and at least one other
state-certified administrator (RSA186:11)
Currently SAU #23 employs one superintendent and
one assistant superintendent, both state certified.
We acknowledge that the SAU plans to hire an addi-
tional assistant superintendent (to be stationed
primarily in Lincoln) in 1987-88.
The State Board of Education has set a maximum of
60 SAU's for the state. Reconmended guidelines
suggest an SAU have not more than 4 districts, and
a minimum enrollment of 2000 students. Currently
there are 58 SAU's in N.H. SAU #23 is conprised
of seven districts: Haverhill Cooperative, Lin-'Wbod
Cooperative, Monroe, Warren, Bath, Piermont, and
Benton, with an enrollment of 1475 students. While
SAU #23 includes a large number of districts, as
well as a large geographic area, its total enroll-
ment ranks 41st out of 58 in the state. And, the
N.H. Office of State Planning projects a stable
population for this area through the year 2000.
Thus, based strictly on enrollment, there is no
reason to anticipate the need for construction of
new facilities or the closing of existing facili-
ties.
The state is presently involved in a re-evaluation
of all SAU structures. Any irtplications this study
may have for the districts of SAU #23 will not be
known until after this summer's legislative session.
However, there are three things to remember if
Haverhill wishes to pursue the withdrawal process:
an applications will be accepted before 7/1/87
(or possibly later) ; the state will carefully con-
sider the inpact of a withdrawal on all the SAU #23
school districts. Therefore, we suggest that if
Haverhill wishes to proceed with such an applica-
tion, they work in conjunction with Lin-Wood, Bath,
Monroe, Benton, Piermant, and Warren in order to
ensure that they too will be able to continue to
operate acceptable educational programs at an
affordable cost.
SAU #23 formulated an Executive Board consisting
of one representative from each of the seven
district's school boards. Each Executive Board
merriber has one vote. "HiisExecutive Board makes re-
ccfimendations to the general SAU board v^ich
consists of all school board members of all 7
districts. Itiis general board is ultimately re-
sponsible for all SAU business.
The amount of money each district pays into SAU #23
is detejnnined by the number of students and the
equalized valuation (property value) . The number
of votes (weighted) cast by each district is deter-
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By way of explanation, we point out that Haverhill
has a total prc^sert^ valiae of $83,529,132 v*iich
is 24.31% of the total property value for all 7
districts. Haverhill has a student enrollment of
824.2 (including out-of•-district tuition students)
vMch is 58.45% of the student population for all
7 districts. The average of 24.31 and 58.45 is
41.37% - Haverhill's assessed percentage
(130,409.41 for 1986-87) . We include this chart
so you may make ccnparisons. For exanple,Lin-Wbod
has nearly twice the ecjualized valuation of
Haverhill, but less than half as many pupils. Tlieir
total assessment is less than Haverhill's, but they
pay more per pv^jil than Haverhill and they have 3
fewer votes than Haverhill. Thus Haverhill has the
most voting power, as well as the highest SAU budget.
Kie SAU Board recamiends the hiring and the salaries
of staff. Their salaries and benefits, as well as
supplies, building rental and maintenance are all
shared according to the percentages in the above
chart (41.37% for Haverhill) . In addition, the SAU
offers data processing services. Haverhill pays
$12,000 for district data processing services, and
approximately $1945 for SAU data processing. The
central office maintains a staff to provide shared
administrative and bookkeeping services. Currently
SAU #23 's central offic:e enploys a superintendent,
assistant si:5)erintendent, office manager, full time
secretary, and part—tinne secretary. The proposed
central office budget for 1986-87 is $191,533.00
of vAiich Haverhill pays $79,237. If Haverhill were
to withdraw frcm the SAU (and form a single district
SAU) the staffing requirements for a central office
would inclijide the following: (the following posi-
tions and salaries are recatpiended by the N.H.














Assuming the same sipplies and building budget as
now exists, a minimal central office budget for
1986-87 would be $172,386.00, an increase of
$102,636 over Haverhill's current costs. We would
continue to pay at least $14,000 for data process-
ing.
In addition to the Central Office, SAU #23 also
operates several special inter district programs:
Chapter I (renedial) , The Regional Center (handi-
capped) , French Pond School (emotional) , speech
and audiology, psychological services, a social
worker, and vocational programs. These programs
are administered by a Special Education Director
and a secretary. All of these services are requir-
ed by state law. If Haverhill withdraws frcsn SAU
#23 there are several options for satisfying state
requirements. (RSA186c: 1-22) These options need
further study to ensure quality of services and to
determine costs. This coimittee feels that ciirrent
inter district programs should be less expensive
than other alteimatives we would be able to offer
as a single district.
There are two inportant changes in the 1987-88
SAU budget vAiich affect Haverhill's position in
SAU #23
1. The assessment percentages are changing due to
increased property valuation in other districts.
Haverhill's percentage will decrease from 41.37% to
39.21%, vdiile Lin-Wood's percentage will increase
from 36.75% to 39.42%. Thus, Lin-Wbod will pay a
larger share of the 87-88 budget than Haverhill,
viAiile the weighted vote will still be to Haverhill's
advantage
.
2. The SAU #23 board has adopted a reconmendation
made by the N.H. School Boards Association to add
as assistant superintendent-level person to the ex-
isting central office staff. There are definite
plans to set up a satellite office in Lincoln.
This shoiild solve seme of the geographical problems
that currently exist, and should inprove services
to all SAU #23 districts. A carefully chosen staff
should ensure expertise in all administrative areas,
i.e. business management, curriculum and instruc-
tion, personnel, and planning.
The proposed SAU central office for 1987-88 is
$286,889.00 (an increase of $95,356 or 50% over
1986-87) of vdiich Haverhill will pay 39.21% (note
formula percentage will decrease next year) or
$112,489.17 (an increase of $33,279 or 42% over
1986-87). Haverhill's share of the total 1987-88
SAU #23 budget is $154,937 plus tuitions (estimated
at $48,000) plus handicap funds (estimated at
$35,000), for an estimated total of $237,937. As a
single district, central office expenses ALONE are
estimated to be $126,500. These figures indicate
that as a single district SAU we would need to pro-
vide all the special needs programs and their relat-
ed services for less than $111,437 in order to keep
costs in line with the SAU budget. This ccmmittee
has not been able to determine satisfactorily
vdiether this would be a reasonable expectation.
ADVZMTAGES AND DISADV^WTAGES
The ccranittee is unanirtous in feeling that there





liiproved administrative services (including
better curriculum developn:ient, staff evaluation,
and facility managanent) for Haverhill Coopera-
tive School District.
More control over SAU decisions depending upon
the elected school board members and their
responsiveness to the voters.
More influence over the SAU budget depending
on the responsiveness of the school board. As
a single-district SAU, the SAU budget would be
line itemized within the district budget. The
voters would have ^ authority to increase or
decrease any particular item (as is the case
now) , but they would have a better opportunity
to express their concerns.
The elimination of the existing geographical
problems
.
The elimination of conflicts of interest bet-
ween districts.
More control over quality of services.
The carmittee is also unanimoios in believing there
are the following advantages to remaining within
SAU #23.
3. Haverhill should consider a professional evalu-
ation of the central office.
4. Haverhill should consider delegation of a
school board member to be responsible to moni-
tor all educational bills, to keep the public
informed, and to represent us in Concord.
5. Haverhill should wait to see the effects of the
new administrative staff before taking with-
drawal action.
6. Haverhill should consider the irrpact withdraw-
al may have on students who tuition into our
district. The possibility exists that we would
lose many tuition students. Tuition revenues
to the district are approximately $450,000 a
year.
CONCLUSIONS
We believe it is feasible to withdraw, but at a
greater cost. The local economic climate indicates
a need to reduce, or at least contain costs as
much as possible. Our regular classroom programs
require our attention and money to keep pace with
state standards.
1. COST! It would cost more for Haverhill to
operate as a single district SAU
2. Insxjrance that special needs programs will re-
main available as we need them.
3. Proximity of special needs services.





Paula Reynolds (Chair) , Robert Pillion,
Jane Frechette, Sandra Knapp,
Homer May, Gail Simano
The SAU study ccnmittee also offers the following
reccnitiendations
:
1. Haverhill should consider restructuring to be-
long to an SAU involving districts outside SAU
#23 including Vermont districts
2. Haverhill shoiold further evaluate and consider
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Due From Other Funds
Due From Other Governments
Other Receivables
Prepaid Expenses
Amount to be Provided for Retirement






















Total Assets i 151 ,684 $ 6.705 $ 1.121 L 35.378 $ 65,049 249 .896
LIABILITIES AND ETOJD BALANCES
Liabilities
Accounts Payable
Due to Other Funds
Due to Other Governments
Due to Student Groups
Accrued Expenses




Fund Balances (Note E)
Reserved for Special Purpose





Total Liabilities and Fund
Balances
$ 21,215 S 211 $ 303 $ 1,514 $ - $ - $ 23,243 $ 15,184
- 6,494 - - - - 6,494 18,616
84,984 - - - - - 84,984 1,217
- - - - - - 28,395 29,589
43,248 - - - 28,395 - 43,248 24 ,857
2,721 - - - - - 2,721 2,303





152,168 6,705 303 — 1,514 28,395 216,766
- - 818 - - - 818 1,766
_ _ _ _ 36,654 _ 36,654 48,181

















L 151.684 $ 6,705 S s_ 100,000 249,896
The acccntpanying Accountants' report and notes are an integral part of the financial statements.
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HAVERHILL COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICf
COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPEMDITURES , AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES
ALL GOVERNMENTAL FUND TYPES AND EXPENDABLE TRUST FUNDS



































































































1,309,587 5,903 6,355 1,321,845 1,179,165
The accompanying Accountants' report and notes are an integral part of the financial statements.
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HAVERHILL COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICr
COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES
ALL GOVERNMENTAL FUND TYPES AND EXPENDABLE TRUST FUNDS






SPECIAL REVENUE FUNDS Trust And
Agency
Funds
General Federal Haverhill Food
Fund Projects Academy Service














EXCESS OF REVENUES OVER (UNDER)
EXPENDITURES





EXCESS OF REVENUES AND OTHER SOURCES
OVER (UNDER) EXPENDITURES AND
OTHER USES
FUND BALANCE - JULY 1 , 1985
FUND BALANCE - JUNE 30, 1986
60 ,699 - 225 - - 60 924 51 555
67 ,217 690 250 - - 68 ,157 54 876
139 ,245 - - - - 139 245 143 386
164 ,434 - - - - 164 ,434 159 ,824


















845 _ _ 905




















15 ,000 - HH - 15 000




51 100 (948) (902) (11,527) 37 723
Mi
(106 245)
(51 ,584) _ 1,766 34,766 48,181








$ 484) $ 129
The accompanying Accountants' report and notes are an integral part of the financial statements.
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HAVERHILL COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICf
COMBINED STATEMENT OE REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES
BUDGOT AND ACTUAL! ALL GOVERNMENTAL FUND T^PES AND EXPENDABLE TRUST RJNDS
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1986
GENERAL FUND SPECIAL REVENUE FUNDS
REVENUES
FEDERAL PROJECTS FOOD SEIWICE
Variance Variance Variance
Favorable Favorable Favorable






































































1,312,170 1,309,587 2,583 5,903 (5,903 )
The accanpanying Accountants' report and notes are an integral part of the financial statanents,
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HAVERHILL COOPERflTIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND CHANGES IN FUND BftLANCES
BUDGET AND ACTUAL: ALL GOVERNMENTAL FUND TYPES AND EXPENDABLE TRUST FUNDS







Operation & Maintenance of Plant
Pupil Transportation
Debt Services
GENERAL FUND SPECIAL REVENUE FUNDS
Variance
FEDERAL PROJECTS POOD SERVICE
Variance Variance
Favorable Favorable Favorable
Budget Actual (Unfavorable) Budget Actual (Unfavorable) Budget Actual (Unfavorable)
57 ,448 60,,699 (3,251)
68 ,265 67 ,217 1,048 - 690 (690) - - -
155 ,367 139,,245 16,122 - - - - - -
162 ,427 164 ,434 (2,007) - - - - - -
284 ,715 313,,306 (28,591) - - - - - -
88 ,850 100 ,183 (11,333) - 109 (109) -
817,072
32,030




EXCESS OF REVENUES OVER (UNDER)
EXPENDITURES





EXCESS OF REVENUES AND OTHER SOURCES
OVER (UNDER) EXPENDITURES AND
OTHER USES
FUND BALANCE - JULY 1 , 1985
































$ (14,141) $_ 13,657 S - s - g - S 36,541
The accompanying Accountants' report and notes are an integral part of the financial statements.
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Henry E. Weeks, Sr.
Sidney A. Clark
David Burroughs , II
Gregory A. Gagnon
Ronald R. Ramsay





Robert E. Welch, II














































































Elizabeth C. Wellington Pike
Teresa L. Estes N. Haverhill
Vickie L. Previe Woodsville
Pauline B. Davis Woodsville
































Date of Death Name and Surname Maiden Name
and of Age Sex Occupation Name of Father of
Place of Death The Deceased Mother
September
1 Haverhill Eva M. Moses 89 F Homemaker Eddie Morey Esther Mclntyre
1 Haverhill Ellie Stevens 92 F Homemaker Joseph Chivell Nellie Hooper
2 Haverhill Doris M. Russ 79 F Cook & Salesperson Borden Joslyn Bertha Martin
3 Haverhill Roscoe A. Noyes 81 M RR Conductor Harry W. Noyes Etta Dexter
4 Haverhill Carrie L. Cargill 88 F Housekeeper Fred L. Pike Annabel la Roberts
27 Haverhill Bertha Kimball 86 F Housewife Frank Shallow Margaret Nadeau
October
10 Haverhill Marion Chase 90 F Housewife John Batchelder Harriett Burrill
19 Haverhill Alphonse Griggs 58 M Auto Mechanic Joseph Griggs Sr Vincenta Yzukagich
November
2 Haverhill lona G. Webster 67 F Housewife Charles Austin Matilda Bryant
11 Haverhill Velzora A. Martin 74 F Housewife Charles Wixon Edith Maxwell
18 Haverhill Blanche A. Cantlin 91 F Housewife Philbert Lefebvre Albina Davis
20 Hanover Austin Brooks 67 M Mechanic Clin C. Brooks Persis Dearth
December
6 Haverhill Newton R. Dyke 69 M Logger/woodsmen Joseph Dyke Beulah Forsythe
19 Haverhill Homer L. Guck 71 M Publishing Rep. Frederick Guck Eleanor Nelson
25 Haverhill Alvin Cushing 84 M Laborer George Cushing Dora Proper
26 Haverhill Violet E. Gresty 77 F Homemaker John Riley Clara Simmons
28 Hanover Betty Keyes 77 F Legal Secretary David J. Main Antonia Bansbach
29 Haverhill Uno Sang 64 M Painter Peeter Sang Olga Mengel
I hereby certify that the foregoing Vital Statistics are correct, according to
and belief.
the best of my knowledge




to Residents of Haverhill During- 1986
Date of Birth and






31 Eric James Cruger
February
9 Tara Lyn Frizzell
9 Talan David Bryant
26 James Edward Heath Jr
26 Jill LeeAnn Boyce
March
20 Allison Lisa Rugar F
23 Barry Charles Wood M
31 Kevin Robert Bruno II M
April
3 Lindsy Marie Locke F
6 Taylor Lynn Kelly F
11 Ethan James Conrad M
23 Michael Allen DeRosia M
May
20 Jamie Joy MacDonald F
June
7 Keith Michael Coburn
11 Truman James Brackett
25 Adam Joseph Dube
30 Jonathan Forbes Stimson
July
5 Melanie Lynn Rhoads
24 Patricia Lee Elliott
30 Michael Ryan Blake
August
4 Greg Timothy Moon
September
14 Nicholas Evan George
14 Lynnette Angeline George
16 Michael Jon Hall













M Christopher J. Cruger
F Dale A. Frizzell
M Rory L. Bryant
M James E. Heath









M Michael A. Coburn
M James S. Brackett
M Richard Dube
M Jeffrey A. Stimson
F Theodore P. Rhoads
F Jeffrey M. Elliott
M Brent W. Blake
9 Ryan William Moroch
M Joel T. Moon
M Sheldon R. George
F Sheldon R. George
M James R. Hall Jr
F Michael A. Severino
M Douglas M. Henry
F Ricky A. Kidder
M Stephen A . Burbank
M Nathan W. Engle
M William Knehr Jr

































































Date of Birth and Maiden Name Residence of
Name of Child Sex Name of Father of Mother Parents
December
2 Brent Robert Clark M Dean L. Clark Donna J. Hooker N. Haverhill
8 Molly Elizabeth Roy F Timothy C. Roy Rebecca H. Baldwin Woodsville
21 Seth Michael McKean M Shawn M. McKean Debra L. Wyman N. Haverhill
23 Emily Ann Fullerton F Ronald N. Fullerton Joanne G. Vezina Woodsville
213
DEATHS
Residents of Haverhill During 1986
Date of Death Name and Surname Maiden Name
and of Age Sex Occupation Name of Father of
Place of Death The Deceased Mother
January
4 Haverhill Jack M. Crowley 36 M Financial Offic
14 Hanover Robert L. Dennis 54 M Proprietor
17 Haverhill Mary E. Fitts 85 F Housewife
24 Haverhill Donald E. Covell 71 M Dishwasher
25 Hanover Gloria M. Cummings 59 F Stitcher
27 Haverhill Lillian E. Dunkley 91 F Housewife
February
11 Haverhill Undine C. Waldron 84 F Sales Clerk
11 Hanover Ethel E. Locke 74 F Homemaker
17 Hanover Winnifred Moran 67 F Lawyer
19 Haverhill Charles Millette, Sr 88 M Laborer
26 Ha verhi 1
1
Marion Cummings 82 F Nurse
March
1 Haverhill Nellie C. Home 77 F Homemaker
4 Haverhill Marion R. Moody 58 F Housewife
10 Haverhill Morris Robinson 78 M Truck Driver
11 Haverhill Mona E. Gibson 62 F Adams Paper Co
.
22 Haverhill Mary Millette 86 F Housewife
25 Orford Clayton Hadlock 56 M Logger
April
9 Haverhill Grace Thibodeau 68 F Housewife
12 Haverhill Laura A. Jerome 88 F Housewife
16 Hanover Alta Hildebrant 77 F Music Teacher
30 Haverhill Thomas B. Walker 73 M Furniture, Appl
May
2 Haverhill Wilfred Brousseau 102 M Telegraph Oper
.
14 Haverhill Eva F. Thayer 86 F Housewife
15 Hanover Susan L. George 59 F Disabled
June
3 Haverhill Edith E. Dumas 87 F Waitress
14 Haverhill Doris M. Carroll 76 F Retired Farmer
20 Boscawen Armena Avery 71 F
Jul y.
17 St. J. Russell Dexter 81 M Farmer Retired
18 Claremont William Fillian 85 M Cus todian
19 Haverhill John 0' Shaughnessy 71 M Owner Rec. Park
















Richard Waldron Addie H. Corey
Oilman Summers Luline Farnsworth
Jam.es H. Moran Mary F. Higgins
Christopher Millette Mary Stanton



































96 F Domestic Help
98 F Homemaker
Stephen Dexter Stella Tyler
Alphonse Fillian Delvina Desrosiers
Charles O' Shaughnessy Josephine Higgins
Bradley Downer Deborah Ames
Christopher Millette Mary Stanton














Front row left to right: Eben Morrill and Henry Judd, Pike rural mail carriers. Back
row, left to right: Harry Gould, Herbert Swan, Svend Lange and Dolly Gale Pike,
clerks of Pike Store. This picture was taken in the teens on the store platform.
